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Poem 1300        

O Wondrous Paschal Light   1 

 

Suffused with Jesus’ Paschal Light, from within, I can see – 

Who I am called to be, 

Who I am called to be with, 

Who we are called to be … TOGETHER . 

 

In this wondrous Easter Light, we can DEEPLY HONOUR those  – 

From whom we’ve come, 

With whom we are now, 

To whom we are going . 

 

Illumined by Christ’s Spirit, we see ever more deeply  – 

Who we really are, in Christ, 

Who others really are. In Christ, 

Who really draw us … TOGETHER ! 

 

Enabled by Jesus’ Paschal Light, we now see anew  – 

Whom we’ve valued before, 

Whom we value now, 

Whom we need to value in the future . 

 

The wondrous inner Paschal Light reveals itself as  – 

A saving, forgiving light ! 

A life-giving, uplifting light ! 

An integrating light ! 

 

 



 

Thus enlightened, we can NOW SENSE this wondrous light, in those IN CHRIST 

– Who are open to give and receive love ! 

– Who radiate grace … as joy ! 

– Who lovingly abide … in peace . 

 

Ultimately this Paschal Light, AS THE SPIRIT, alive within us  – 

Incorporates us, more deeply, into Christ, our Brother … 

Enabling us to BE CHRIST to Abba, and to others … 

Lighting our way … into the wondrous Circle of Divine Love ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1300, Year 19 of Prayer Ministry, .Wooloowin Community, September 2017. 

  



Poem 1301    

The Sinner’s Distaste for God   1 

 

While personal sinfulness limits our HOPE 

… Lowering our spiritual horizons to small-minded goals … 

It also essentially REDUCES our openness to the freeing, creative Spirit 

– Giving us a distaste for God, 

And for all, who cherish the values of the spirit . 

Paradoxically, it also limits our FEAR of God 

– Itself a graced gift of God – 

Reducing our healthy fear … of being un-Christlike … to a dismissiveness . 

It especially reduces our TREMULOUS AWE of Abba’s all-enabling love 

To a soul-less mean-spirited egoism . 

 

Mirroring the above, our COMMUNAL sinfulness can also starkly limit 

Our community’s positive HOPE, and TRUST in God 

… To divisiveness, the pursuit of dominance and exclusivity, and insularity . 

 

Thus sinfulness, BOTH personal and communal 

– Revealed perhaps, most stubbornly, in our refusal to quit ‘ the sin that clings’ –     2 

Can truly restrict the Christlike quality of our loving 

… White-anting the wondrously INCLUSIVE character of our relating as Christians . 

Clearly, our sinfulness attempts to CONFINE the essential BOUNDLESSNESS 

Of the graced flow of God’s love in our lives ! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sadly, sinfulness even disrupts the fulfilling of OUR BASIC HUMAN NEEDS 

– Morphing, either into reckless risk-taking, or into a fretful anxiety, 

Or an unfocussed anger on supposed injustices, and on those ‘ to blame’ ! 

Critically, our aching NEED for God 

… Can be replaced by a drive to exalt personal independence, 

Or contrariwise, by giving way to apathy . 

With our human needs not met, we become out of touch 

With both ourselves and with others . 

… And of course, in so doing, close the door to God in our lives . 

 

Most significantly, sinfulness undermines our very reliance on GRACE 

– On our wholistic, human need for God’s empowering . 

It palpably constrains our openness to share in Christ’s CENTERING PACHAL IDENTITY . 

It devalues our Divine Inheritance, AS Abba’s loved adoptees, 

… To pathetically worldly, self-absorbed, self-made individuals ! 

 

Such an existence – without God – begets a worldly smugness and affectation . 

Goodness itself loses its taste, its attractiveness ; 

Heroic virtue, its inviting, exhilarating appeal ! 

Self-sacrifice is derided : reverence and fervour sneered at . 

Yet, an effectively Godless life offers little in return : 

Only a life built on appearances, and endless competitiveness  

… Substituting banal secular rituals, for the Divinely-Human encounter of Eucharist ! 

Substance, founded on Christ-empowered relating  and teachings, 

Gives way to either to reactionary conformity, or to a craving for stimulation and novelty . 

Instead of naming evil, and honouring faith, there is outrage for the politically incorrect , 

Envy of ‘ insiders’, and distain and victimizing of ‘ oursiders’. 

 

 



 

 

O ! How far our sinfulness, both personal and communal, 

Has distanced ourselves 

From the love-struck psalmist’s prayer … 

“ O Taste and see the goodness of God !”   3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1301, Year 19 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2017. 

2 Heb 12:1  3 Ps 34:8 (Grail) 

  



Poem 1302     

Quenched Hearts   1 

 

 

“ Here I stand, knocking at the door, 

If any hear me calling, and open the door … 

I will enter the house, and have supper with them .”           Rev 3:20 (I.B.) 

 

Jesus’ Presence lovingly FLOWS into responsive hearts : 

… Into earthen hearts, open and ready to receive 

His deeply nourishing Paschal ‘ rain’ ; 

     … Into hearts, NEWLY-SEEDED, eager to be re-generated 

By the nurturing flow of supping with Him ! 

These ‘seeded’ hearts, 

Now quenched hearts, 

Their yearnings sated, 

Uncoil with delight … 

And, drawn by His Light, 

Thrust, through soft enriching nutrients, 

Until … upright in His Presence, 

They thrive, ALIVE with His Life !  

 

Jesus’ sunlit Presence then nourishes these sprouting hearts 

With the daily dew of His Life, and regular Eucharistic Paschal down-pours 

… Bathing them, all the while, in His copious Light ! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

These  newly energized hearts, 

Constantly thirst for His rain 

… His infilling Paschal Presence … 

And daily track His sunlit Radiance 

Across the arc of their lives … 

Until, at each twilight, 

He enters, at their invitation, 

Into the community of their hearts 

… To “ break bread” with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1302, Blue Mountains Retreat, Lawson, October 2017, Day 2. 

2 Acts 2:42 

  



Poem 1303           

Co-extensive with All Created Reality   1 

 

 

Our share in Christ’s Ascended Humanity 

Enables us to become CO-EXTENSIVE 

… With all created reality, uplifted in the Ascended Jesus’ very Person, 

… And with ALL, whom grace en-Spirits, within Him . 

 

We become one with His Cosmic Person 

… En-beautifying all 

… And being en-beautied by all ! 

 

Irradiated by Christ Risen’s Spirit, 

We are enabled to CO-RELATE to Abba, with Him, 

… Breathing Life into all creation ! 

This Life frees all with the Divinely-Human freedom 

With which He is free 

– En-Spirited to love AS He loves ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1303, Blue Mountains Retreat, Lawson, October 2017, Day 2. 

  



Poem 1304    

Paschal Spring-time for Our Spirits   1 

 

My solo, Spirit-companioned stroll 

Through Lawson Convent’s hillside spring garden 

Was all-encompassing ! 

The live EMBRACE of its over-arching, new-growth foliage 

– With its kaleidoscopic festival of blossoms, set amidst a riot of leaf-greens –   

And the invisible mist of its jostling fragrances ENFOLDING me 

… Became, WITHIN, a metaphor for both my life-journey, 

And also that of the Church’s Heart Communities ! 

 

Indeed, the very multiplicity and inter-connectedness of impacts upon me 

…..The bright warmth of sunlight and the coolness of shadows, 

The chameleon palette of colours, midst the pools of dark shadows, 

The ever-mobile, dappled interplay of filtered light under trees, 

The scurrying lizards, the flitting insects, the song-festive birds, 

The soft layered delight of ferns, mosses and lichens, 

The dry leaf litter mustiness, versus the sweet earthiness of dampened soils, 

The miniscule ground-cover florets versus flamboyant palm-sized blossoms, 

The variegated earth tones of tree barks … natures tapestrie’s, 

The sudden sharp breezes, eddying the pools of stilled air, 

The sonorous murmur of bees, counterpointed by the trickling water, 

The tumbling flower fragrances, contending with air pockets of spiced eucalyptus oil, 

The transient cameo views of far-off valley vistas, 

Juxtaposed with the ever-changing variety of ‘ track-scapes’ at every turn ….. 

ALL became a multi-layered PARABLE for the life-pilgrimages 

Of our Church’s varied Communities of Hearts . 

 

 



Most magnificently, our Pilgrim People’s life-journey, LIKE my stroll, 

Is an ESSENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE experience, 

With Christ’s Spirit MOVING us 

Through wondrously varying means, timings, settings and events : 

… From a co-visioning with Jesus, in our embrace of His “ new humanity”,   2 

To experiencing our Abba’s OWN ever-inclusive Embrace ; 

… From Jesus inviting us, to journey always with compassion-for-our-world, 

To becoming pilgrim hearts, en-Spirited  with sacrificial love for all ; 

… From Jesus urging us to relate, simply AS He does, 

To communing as His sisters and brothers, WITHIN His very Person ! 

 

Thus, just as Jesus died, rose, and ascended, 

And gifted us with Abba’s and His Spirit, 

In Passover’s spring-time 

… So, the same Spirit can utilize 

A simple stroll in a spring-time garden 

To enable us to EXPERIENCE 

A Paschal spring-time for our spirits . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1304, Blue Mountains Retreat, Lawson, October 2017, Day 3. 

2 Eph 2:15 N.R.S.V. 

  



Poem 1305     

The Dancing Heart of God   1
 

 

“ And the Father will dance, as on a day of joy ! 

He will rejoice over you, and renew you by His love !” 

( Cary Landrey, on Zeph 3:17) 

 

When the tender eyes of Abba 

Gaze on humble, compassionate hearts 

  –Recognizing in them the beloved heart of Jesus – 

His eyes light up with sheer joy ! 

Moreover, Abba’s DANCING EYES, in turn, 

Light up Jesus’ human spirit 

… And of course, OURS  

–Those of His sisters and brothers, ALIVE within Him ! 

 

Animated by the Spirit of Song, 

Our dancing hearts resonate with that of Jesus, 

And, to our delight, to our wonder 

… With Abba’s very own dancing heart ! 

 

These Godly Rhythms are Easter ones 

And thus, Eucharistic Banquetting ones 

–Inviting US into the exhilaration 

Of celebrating being Jesus Ascended’s sisters and  brothers 

… Of spinning, whirling around the Trinity’s Circle of Love 

… But also, slow dancing with THEM, THEIR Dance of Peace, 

And most especially, THEIR Dance of Deep Communing . 

 



 

But, most popular of all 

… Thrilling to THEIR Trinitarian Dance of Love 

–Filling hearts, uplifting spirits, 

Celebrating our DIGNITY TOGETHER AS FAMILY 

… As daughters and sons to Abba 

As sisters and brothers to Jesus 

–All in the Wondrous Embrace of the Spirit ! 

All … with dancing eyes … 

Dancing the Dance Divine ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________ 

1 Poem 1305, Blue Mountains Retreat, Lawson, October 2017, Day 4. 

  



Poem 1306     

Ever-Inclusive Abba   1
 

 

“ Go out to the whole world ; proclaim the Good News to all creation”.     (Mk 16:16) 

 

Because “ God IS love” and is “ all in all”   2 & 3 

God … wholly, personally – Abba, Jesus, and the Spirit  – loves ALL creatures ! 

Every creature ATTRACTS God’s affection ! 

Every creature matters ! 

Every creature is ‘ ever-included’ ! 

Because, for Abba, Jesus, and the Spirit 

… Relating as Three Persons, 

Is, at once, 

Oneness in Being … 

Their Presence to each creature is unique and totally Trinitarian ! 

Their singular focus, Tri-Personal ! 

Their love, ever-fulfilling, incomparable, limitless, overwhelming ! 

 

No being, no person ever escapes Their attentiveness ; 

No one is ever on the margins ; 

All are welcomed . 

Indeed, God has no enemies : 

Even when we set ourselves against God, 

Alienating OURSELVES from God, 

All that is Godly in us … 

Is embraced 

… As Abba COMMUNES with all that is Christlike in each . 

 

 

 



In a special way … as with Jesus’ single lost sheep … 

God ‘ ever-invites’ any person 

Who is devalued or isolated or rejected, 

Into Divine Intimacy 

… Therein, TOGETHERING them with ALL who are loved . 

EVERY  human being … 

FROM a minimally ‘ cellular’ daughter or son, 

To the most aged person, retaining minimal consciousness 

… Are cradled within the limitless tenderness of God 

– Wondrously Fathered, wondrously Brothered, wondrously en-Spirited ! 

No tear of theirs, is left uncomforted . 

 

Indeed, God loves EACH of these, as incomparably lovable ! 

God does all that is divinely possible 

To companion them 

… While being infinitely respectful of their free choices . 

Even when a person totally repudiates God’s love 

To the ultimate degree … 

God still lovingly preserves them 

From a descent into non-existence . 

The ‘ total darkness’ such a person self-chooses, 

Is wholly enfolded 

Within the Light of God’s love . 

Whatever minimal light they do retain within, 

Still signifies that they are enabled by God’s Love, 

And are ever-invited to return 

To this Loving God . 

 

 

 

 



At this sad juncture, 

God, as every prodigal’s Father … 

Being deeply moved by each ‘ returning child’, 

“ Throws his arms around him and kisses him”!   4 

Isaiah too, sees God “ GATHERING the lost ones in his arms”.   5 

Paul in Colossians sees even beyond the human – sees HOW, in Christ,  

“ All THINGS are to be reconciled … 

Everything in heaven, and everything on earth”!   6 

Indeed, God positively INCLUDES every person, every element of creation, 

AS BELOVED 

Because, for Abba, “ There is ONLY Christ : 

He is everything, and He is in everything”.   7 

 

Truly, Abba is the Divine Includer  

– The Divine Father, who somehow, ‘ some-when’, 

Stoops down to every single person, 

To every creature of his wondrous love 

… “ Like someone who LIFTS an infant close against his cheek”.   8 

With such a Wondrously Inclusive God, we can exult : 

“ Thanks to Him, ALL ENDS WELL 

And all things hold together !”   9 

 

Thus, God ‘ ever-awaits’ to include, to embrace 

Every single creature 

No matter what their choices . 

God’s infinitely open arms 

Are but an expression 

Of God’s infinitely open heart ! 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1306, Blue Mountains Retreat, Lawson, October 2017, Day 5. 

2 1Jn 4:16  3 1Cor 15:28  4 Lk 15:20 (I.B.)      5 Is 40:11  6 Col 1:20         7 Col 3:11   

8 Hos 11:4  9 Sir 43:26/28 



Poem 1307     

The Wonder of God   1
 

 

The Wonder of the ungraspable, awesome Presence of God 

–The Wondrous Glory of Abba, Jesus Ascended and their ‘ One-ing’ Spirit – 

Together with the Wonder of God’s matchless manifestations and revelations, 

Generate ECHOES of Wonder, IN US 

… Graced echoes, unfailingly suffused by the Divine ! 

 

To Abba, there is incomparable Wonder 

–In the GIVING of His Self  – 

FOR both His Beloved Son and the Spirit of love 

… For Their depthless graciousness, and Eternal readiness to welcome Him . 

Wonder, too, for Their utter love and excelling generosity 

In each One’s Gift of Their Self to HIM ! 

Wonder, as well, for the unsurpassable EQUALITY and UNITY 

That ALL Three share, and exhilarate in ! 

 

So it is, equally, for the Wonder experienced 

… By the Beloved, and by the Spirit of Love ! 

 

From this Divine fountainhead of Wonder, 

OUR Wonder for this God of Love … 

Flows freely, with childlike openness . 

Equally marvellous is the Grace of Adoption 

Which ensures that the wonder WE feel, is itself Divine 

… The Wonder of a son or daughter of Abba ! 

… The Wonder of a brother or sister to Jesus Ascended ! 

… The Wonder of a human being en-Spirited into the Family ! 



As such, OUR HUMAN WONDER, in Christ, for the Divine, 

Is the wellspring and model 

For all other forms of wonder within humanity 

… Even when some of these, become unanchored from the Divine . 

True human Wonder shares in Jesus’ own earthly Wonder 

… For His Abba-God, 

And for the Spirit of Loving-kindness, 

Who, from infancy suffused His earthly life 

As a limited, struggling human being . 

 

This wonder is primarily a deep, deep feeling for the Divine Presence . 

 With Jesus, we grow TO ‘ EXPERIENCE’ Wonder, 

AS … 

Infinitely varied          Unifying 

     Breath-taking               Exhilarating 

Astounding         Indescribable 

Awe-filled       Unfathomable 

Gloriously beautiful        Unsurpassable 

Utterly unique     Incomparable 

Of Depthless Intimacy 

 

Job wisely reminds us that, “ Such wonders are BEYOND MY EXPERIENCE and knowledge”.   2 

And the Psalmist adds … “ Such knowledge is TOO WONDERFUL for me !”   3 

Sirach proclaims, “ It is IMPOSSIBLE to fathom the marvels of the Lord !”   4 

Indeed, the Wonder-who-is-God … in engaging our humanity, 

Can surprise, startle, and stun us, to such a degree, 

That Job lovingly cautions us, 

“ I am AFRAID to be in the sight of God : 

When I think of IT … ( the Awesomeness of the Divine) … I am HORROR STRUCK”.    5 

 

 



 

 

 

Peter’s New Testament witness to the Wonder of God 

Beautifully emphasizes the contexts of salvation and our destiny : 

“ Sing the praises 

Of the One who called you OUT OF DARKNESS, 

Into the Wonder of Divine Life !”   6 

For us, to witness to such Wonder, causes us, LIKE MARY, 

Both to puzzle and to question, in deep faith –“ How can this be ?”   7 

… But also to ponder, and to contemplate –  

“ Mary treasured all these things, and reflected on them in her heart .”   8 

But above all, 

Wonder calls us to surrender oneself, to sacrifice all 

… In response to “ the Power of the Most High overshadowing” us    9 

“ I am the servant of God .  Let it be done to me, as you say .”   10 

 

As we surrender ourselves, thus, in the service of Wonder, 

Our lives will be TRANSFORMED radically . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



THE GOD OF WONDER WILL :  

*While companioning us … 

∙Entice us  

∙Invite us 

∙Open our eyes 

∙Astonish us 

∙Awe us 

∙Exhilarate us 

∙Captivate us 

   *REVEAL THE DIVINE 

                             ∙Stun us 

   ∙Enrapture us 

∙Enthuse us 

∙Inspire us 

∙Revitalize us 

∙Renew us  

∙Uplift us 

*GIVE US A NEW IDENTITY 

AND DESTINY, IN CHRIST 

∙Galvanize us 

∙Mission us 

∙GRACE US … with zeal 

… with a praying heart 

… with an intimate heart 

… with a thankful heart 

… with a sacrificial heart 

*En-Spirit us . 

 

 

 

 



 

All that is left for us to do, is, like the shepherds … 

“ To go away, glorifying and praising God”   11 

–For the transformation that Wonder brings . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 
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Poem 1308    

The Map of the Human Heart   1 

 

 

“ That all may be one - as YOU ARE IN ME, Abba, and I IN YOU .”    ( Jn 17:21a)  

I pray that they may be one, IN US !”        (Jn 17:21b) 

 

 

In beholding us, Abba sees only His Beloved Jesus 

And His love-filled hopes for US, IN HIM, 

Thus, because of His unique Dream for each of us, Abba is our map-maker ! 

There is nothing surer, than that each of Abba’s personalized dream-maps 

Highlights some special lovable personal qualities of Jesus, in each, 

And, of course, our hoped-for graced companionships, to help fulfil these … 

And, how, like Jesus, each ought lovingly sacrifice for others . 

 

 

Thus, in a deep sense, Jesus is our template for our life-journey . 

Indeed, our most lovable brother 

Is the LIVING ‘ MAP’ of our hearts : 

“ Jesus has risen from the dead and, NOW, GOES BEFORE YOU .”   2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If “ faithful friends are the essence of life”,   3 

Then Jesus Ascended is the essence of faithfulness for us all . 

He is the PERSONALIZED TEMPLATE for each of our hearts ! 

Thus, He is our UTTERLY TRUSTWORTHY – 

 

Compass point 

        Life-force for our journey 

               Heart-companion, day by day 

                       Light for our nights 

                                Focus for adventure, and restfulness 

                                        Centre of our community of hearts 

                                                     Compassionate searcher for the lost 

                                                                  Healer of hurt hearts 

                                                                         Self-sacrificing model for all 

                                                                                Nourisher for the journey 

                                                                                      Setter of horizons 

                                                                                             Integrator of visions 

 

… And most surprising of all, 

         At our journey’s end, 

             Jesus is there AS our Homecoming Host 

    … Lovingly leading us, by the hand, to Abba, 

Enabling us to share in Their Relationship 

–As our Key Map and our Chief Journeyman . 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Jesus, the journeyman, unsurprisingly, has suffused all of our journey 

With a steady focus on Abba, and on Abba’s hopes for us . 

From our earliest days He urged us 

To “ Cling to Him and not leave Him”,    4 

Assuring us that His Dad was “ our saviour in troubled times”.    5 

He also claimed, from ‘ personal experiences’,  

That “ those who LOVE OTHERS, follow God’s path”.   6 

What Wonderful GOOD NEWS for wavering hearts ! 

 

 

Jesus is really “ the heart of our hearts”   7 

–The personalized MAP OF THE HUMAN HEART, for us 

…Precisely through His ever-loving focus on Abba, who, ever FATHERS us into life . 

Memorably, He constantly offers to sort out our heart’s troubles 

With the exhilarating assurance … “ Whoever loves Abba, loves life !”   8 

And adds, with great tenderness, for those who have broken trust … 

“ Abba tests us again and again, until we trust WITH ALL OUR HEARTS !”   9 

 

 

Perhaps Jesus’ deepest wisdom is to assure us … 

“ Reverence for Abba-Yahweh transcends everything !”    10 

Never has Abba, our hearts’ Map Maker, such a perfect Journeyman 

To brother us on our heart-journeys ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ultimately, for us NOW, as He does at our journey’s end, 

Jesus profoundly desires us, TO EXPERIENCE 

His depthless bond to His Abba : 

“ That all may be one 

As YOU ARE IN ME, Abba, and I IN YOU .”   11 

 

 

Thus, Jesus’ prayer for all of us, His sisters and brothers 

Is twofold  – 

“ Keep your hearts PREPARED !”   12 

And  

“ I pray that you may be ONE 

IN US !”    13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 
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Poem 1309        

The Exhilaration of a Homecoming Heart   1
 

 

Our life is FULL of loving homecomings to our Beloved Abba 

Not just … in our return to Paradise, following death . 

From the Paradisical Cloud of our origins, within Abba’s loving heart, 

Our present lives unfold as ones, “ hidden WITH Christ in God”.   2 

 

Our choices, even as Christ’s devoted disciples, 

Have seen us wandering away, seeking our own ends . 

At times, we’re disorientated, but at others, we’re LOST in a maze 

… Be that of egotism, or addiction, or self-absorbed wilfulness . 

However, grace has always called up back 

… Back HOME to the arms of Abba ! 

 

Our homecomings have been numerous, and on-going 

… Joining an endless exodus of ‘ prodigals’, returning . 

Many returns are apologetic, and simple, some drawn our and difficult, 

Some dramatic, and few … truly empowering turning points . 

Whatever the case, unfailingly, we are greeted with the SAME welcome 

 – That of the prodigal son’s Father : 

“ I will give you a new heart, and put a new spirit in you !”   3 

 

Equally, yet in a wholly positive way, our whole life-journey is a homecoming 

… As we are DRAWN, ever more deeply, within the depths of our own spirits 

– To the enrapturous embrace of Abba, Jesus, and Their Spirit, there . 

Here, Paul, reminds us, we are ALWAYS “ being called to intimacy with Jesus, our saviour .”   4 

 

 



With every homecoming, there is always SURPRISE : 

“ It has not dawned on ANYONE, 

What things God has prepared for those who love God !”   5 

Unsurpassingly, these ‘ surprises’ come by way of the Spirit of Mystery – 

“ The depths of God can ONLY be known by way of the Spirit of God .”   6 

Be it a homecoming ‘ on the way’, or our ultimate homecoming … 

“ We have … received the Spirit so that we understand 

What God has FREELY GIVEN US .”   7 

Paradoxically, in each homecoming … the Spirit moves us BEYOND WORDS, 

As we are “ caught up to paradise, to hear UNUTTERABLE words”    8 

… Caught up in Abba’s Embrace, with feelings of intimacy beyond words ! 

 

Yet this Spirit of Surprise is not finished with us ! 

What begins in our heart’s journey in the Spirit 

As happiness … 

BECOMES 

 

Gladness (then) 

Enrapture.     .Delight 

 

Ecstasy.        . Joy 

 

   Bliss.      .Elation 

 

Exhilaration 

 

________________________________ 
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Poem 1310    

Jesus’ ‘ Depthing’, and Ascendant, Humanity   1
 

 

Our Loving Trinity 

Primes our receptive hearts 

… Continuously raising us up 

With ever more intimate, ever more inclusive 

REVELATIONS of Love 

Of Who-They-are-together 

… Uplifting us, drawing us 

To Themselves 

In the Ascendant Humanity of Jesus ! 

 

These Trinitarian REVELATIONS 

 – Though wholly hidden to us, except through faith’s KNOWING – 

Are marvellously interwoven 

With the Wonder of Each Divine Person’s Self-sacrificing love 

… With Each wholly transcending, and thus surrendering, their Self 

… As a Divine Gift of Love, to the Others ! 

Amazingly, this depthless sharing of a Loving Trinity, 

Is replicated, FOR US, in Jesus’ sacrificing His Self on the Cross . 

HERE, HE ‘ DEPTHS’ OUR HUMANITY, to its ultimate limits : 

Summoning all-we-are within Himself, summoning what is best in our nature 

– To surrender the same to Abba . 

This is the Glory of Jesus’ ‘ Depthing’ Humanity ! 

 

 

 

 



 

Marvellously, our graced IDENTITY, our graced DESTINY, 

Is to be, exactly THAT OF THE TRINITY 

– Because, IN CHRIST, we are with-Them-as-They-are . 

      … With Them, to be 100% transparent and open ! 

      … With Them, to be totally revealing of who-we-are ! 

      … With Them, to value the surpassing uniqueness of each other person ! 

          …With Them, to draw from the Transcending Wonder of Their Equality 

– the enabling Eternal source of our human EQUATITY ! 

          … With Them, to be 100% INTEGRATIVE of all relationships in our lives 

– enabled by the empowering Presence of the Spirit of Unity ! 

 

 

Deeper still, our graced identity, our graced destiny 

Urges us to actively CO-EXPERIENCE, WITHIN THE TRINITY OF LOVE, in CHRIST, 

Each person’s sacrificing of Their Self TO the Others 

– Specifically through CO-EXPERIENCING Jesus’ sacrificing of Himself 

… Sacrificing the depths-of-all-that-is-human within Him and us … 

To Abba, 

To loving Creator of our humanity ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Here also, our grace us to be, IN Christ, exactly THAT OF THE TRINITY : 

… Being-with-Them-in-Him, as we are drawn, INWARDLY, 

To co-experience the stunning depths of Jesus’ SAVING HUMANITY ! 

… With Them, in Him, becoming persons of depthless compassion and joy ! 

… With Them, in Him, GIVING all-we-are for others ! 

… With Them, in Him, wholly transcending our individuality, 

Through sharing in the Community of Love, within Christ ! 

… With Them, in Him, CONTINUOUSLY, ALTERNATINGLY 

– Opening our spirits, NOW inwardly, givingly, 

To the Depthless Wonder of Jesus’ humanity ! 

– Opening them, NEXT outwardly, receptively, 

To Abba’s Embrace of us, in Jesus’ Ascendant humanity ! 

 

Blessed be Abba, Jesus Ascended 

And Their Spirit of Oneness ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1310, Year 20 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Trinity Sunday, 2018. 

NOTE: 2018 was a year the author spent almost wholly, in re-editing his many years of past poetry.   

The above, is the only new poem in this year.  Much of years 2019,2020 and 2021( to May) were also given over to re-

editing . 

  



Poem 1311    

We Co-live His Life in Us   1 

 

 

Jesus :    “ Live on in me, AS I live in you”.   2 

AS Christ lives-His-Life in us, 

Together we are enabled to live in Him 

 – that is, we CO-LIVE HIS LIFE in us . 

 

           Paul :     “ In Christ, we are members one of another”.   3 

– that is, we indwell each other’s spirit 

… all, in Christ’s human spirit, 

– that is, OUR SPIRITS CO-INDWELL Christ’s spirit 

… as we CO-LIVE HIS LIVE in us . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1311, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, Annual Retreat at Lawson, Blue Mountains : with Sr. Yvonne Parker. Day 3, 

October 2019. 

NOTE : Accommodation was at Christian Brothers Community, Mulgoa - the site of the author’s Second Year Novitiate, 

54 years before ! 

2 Jn 15:4 N.A.B.   3 Rom 12:5 N.R.S.V. 

  



Poem 1312    

In Service of Christ’s Dream   1
 

                               

                        “ I am in your midst, as one who serves”           (Lk 22:27) 

Christ Jesus IS the Dream Abba dreams for us ; 

And because we are graced persons IN Him 

Christ Jesus is the Dream, that together, we dream to be ! 

In the service of HIS Dream for us, Jesus did not refuse the Cross … 

But SACRIFICED His very life, for ours to REVIVE . 

 

His Dream for us did not stop there : 

In the service of His Dream for us, 

He was raised in a New Humanity, 

Which He instinctively invited us to share 

… WITHIN Himself . 

 

Abba fully realizes His Risen Son’s Dream for us 

By UPLIFTING Him, and thus US, to Himself 

… Embracing us, rapturously, in Jesus’ New Humanity 

… Crowning His, and our, New Humanity, with the GIFT OF THE SPIRIT ! 

 

In our being thus en-Spirited, Jesus’ Dream for us 

Is wondrously fulfilled ! 

So, the fulfilment of our dream FOR EACH OTHER 

Is … to be IN Christ, 

Gifting Abba’s, and His, Spirit 

TO ONE ANOTHER ! 

______________________________ 

1Poem 1312, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, Annual Retreat, Blue Mountains, October 2019, Day 5. 

  



Poem 1313    

The Whisper of the Spirit   1
 

 

In Eternity’s Moment … 

Abba’s and Jesus’ Love for each other 

Reveals itself 

As the softest Whisper, 

The gentlest Breath, 

A mutual Murmur of Delight, 

A depthless Sigh of Peace … 

 

This Whisper, this Breath 

Issues forth within Their Kiss of Love … 

 

This Murmur, this Sigh 

Expresses all Who-They-Are-Together 

 – Wholly One in the Other 

– Wholly inclusive of us, IN Christ 

Yes ! Ours to Whisper, 

Ours to Breathe, 

Ours to Murmur, 

Ours to Sigh 

… With Them, IN Christ 

 

“ O ! 

May the Whispering of my heart 

Find favour in Your Presence, O my God .”   2 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1313, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, Annual Retreat Blue Mountains, October 2019, Day 6. 

2 Ps 19:14 



Poem 1314   

Human Spirits … Seasoned with The Spirit   1
 

 

              “ If salt loses its savour,                                 Mt 5:13 (K.J.B.) 

                                how can it be seasoned again ?”                        Lk 13:34 (J.B.) 

 

 

Seasoned footy players, seasoned officers-in-charge, and even seasoned wood, 

All RE-ASSURE us, through either … 

The passage of years of experience, or season upon season of maturing . 

On the other hand, seasoned meats or seasoned rice, attract us 

… Because they’re newly flavoursome, having been savoured with herbs and spices . 

Almost uniquely placed, is a seasoned fine wine 

… Incorporating both sets of “ seasoned” qualities 

… And providing us with a template, to explore a “ seasoned” human spirit . 

 

Indeed, Abba delights in any human spirit 

Who, like Christ, and IN Christ, have been “ salted” with years of sacrificial suffering, 

And thus, almost always, with years of deep love . 

Abba especially exults in such a spirit 

Who, instead of “ losing its savour” and thus, its distinctive appeal to Abba 

… Is opened by the Spirit of ‘ Springtime-Passover’ Renewal, 

To be newly “ seasoned”, newly spiced 

… And so rendered, much more delightful to Abba’s ‘ taste .’  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Not only does Abba “ savour” such a “ seasoned” spirit, 

But we, IN Christ, thrill to join Abba, in ‘ experiencing’  

Any person thus re-invigorated or en-Spirited 

With the Spirit of Jesus Risen ! 

Truly, we can ‘ TASTE AND SEE THE GOODNESS OF GOD’   2 

… Newly revealed in such spirits ! 

 

To be thus “ seasoned” with the spiced Spirit of the Paschal Jesus, 

Is not only – IN Him, the Bread of Life  – to ‘ be broken and shared’  

… Satisfying the hunger of the poor in spirit … 

But, much more subtly, more sensitively, more beautifully 

 – To have our spirits PERFUMED by the same Spirit . 

 

This FRAGRANCING of our spirits, attracts those whose hearts are ENTICED 

By the Scent of the Beloved … the Scent of Earth wedded to Heaven’s Allure, 

These hearts thrill to the Beauty of the Beloved of Humanity, Radiant with Abba’s Life ! 

Yes ! Such are those, whose lives are “ seasoned” and fragranced 

With the Spirit of Love ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1314, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, Annual Retreat, Lawson, Blue Mountains, October 2019, Day 7. 

2 Ps 34:8 



Poem 1315         

To Co-liberate Each Other’s Lives   1 

 

To be in the Cosmic Ascended Christ 

Is to be plunged 

Into that graced MUTUAL LIBERATION of all life, 

That has its enabling centre IN Christ Jesus . 

 

 

Alive to all that generates life, IN Christ, 

We are led ever deeper, within Christ’s New Humanity, 

… Wherein we are enlivened by His Risen Life … 

To co-liberate each other’s lives, in the Spirit ! 

 

 

Wondrously free … and freeing of others … 

We discover that we share 

In that wondrous consciousness, that is Christ Jesus’  

And in that wondrous capacity, to choose always, the Father’s heart-desires !  

 

 

Thus, as free and freeing persons-in-Christ 

We more truly sense what is life-giving … 

And come to really value and celebrate life 

In all its myriad expressions ! 

 

 

Most profoundly, we allow the Spirit 

To open us radically – that is, DIVINELY, 

To the Ascended Christ’s VERY OWN LIFE, 

… To all that flows from HIS LIFE, from His Integrative Presence . 

 



 

 

 

Together, as we co-experience His Paschal Life 

We sense that we have been mysteriously drawn 

Into the Trinity of Belonging 

… From whom all life and love issue, and to whom they return . 

 

Alive to God, IN Christ, 

We not only share in each other’s liberation, 

But we CO-LIBERATE each other’s lives, 

And wondrously, are co-liberated to Life-IN-Christ ! 

 

Our natural ‘ sense’ of WHO these ‘ others’ are, 

Is often turned on its head, 

By the Spirit of Surprises 

– The Spirit of Abba , who chooses as He pleases . 

 

This vivifying subtle Spirit often moves us 

To suspend judgement on others’ likeness to Christ 

… To close our eyes to appearances 

– As our hearts are opened, to their hearts ! 

 

The Spirit moves us to welcome them 

As brothers and sisters, 

To embrace even all apparent opponents-of-life 

As FAMILY ! 

 

 

 



 

The Spirit moves us to simply CEASE trying to comprehend 

WHO belongs to the Kingdom of Life and Love ! 

Rather, as captives of the Spirit, we choose to honour and celebrate 

All human expression of being ALIVE IN CHRIST ! 

 

Thus, we are called, IN Christ, Ascended to the Father of Life, 

To love whoever is life-giving, whatever if life-enhancing, 

And thus, to value all expressions of life 

That open us, to experience Christ’s OWN LIFE ! 

 

Contrariwise, in the face of whoever undermines life, 

Or of whatever discourages the GROWTH of life, 

Ours is not to condemn, nor to minimize, 

But to openly offer the vivifying, humble witness of-being-Christ ! 

 

Thus, our special grace is to open our spirits 

Evermore positively, to any expression of life in others 

… Perhaps, becoming ourselves a conduit of life for them, 

Affirming life, promoting life – whether they are conscious of it, or not . 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1315, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, December 2019. 

NOTE : Eleven months before writing this poem, the author had been transferred from Wooloowin Community, to the 

Viridian Retirement Community, in the last week of January 2019.  Here he joined a vibrant community of fourteen 

other Brothers, who were interspersed in independent units, within a wider group of one hundred and forty residents 

( lay couples and singles) all living in a seven story complex , bordering Nudgee College . 

  



Poem 1316        

The All-Revealing Mystery of God   1 

 

 

The God of Mystery is also the God of Revelation : 

The one, whose unknowable, infinite depths of love  

Limitlessly SURPRISES us, 

Is the very One who, in revealing ALL-IN-CHRIST, 

Endlessly astounds us ! 

 

The One who, wholly FULFILLED-AS-THREE 

… A glorious Tri-unity of giving and receiving … 

Is, in Christ’s New Paschal Humanity, limitlessly OPEN TO CHANGE . 

 

The One who, eternally transcending all RELATIONSHIPS, 

Is the wondrously Intimate One 

Who sweeps us up into an all-uniting Embrace ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1316, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, Viridian Retirement Community, Brisbane, December 2019. 

( Hereafter, Viridian Retirement Community will be written as ‘ Viridian’.) 

  



Poem 1317    

Holding Your Hand in Mine   1 

 

“ I the Lord Your God, 

Am holding you, by the right hand .”                    Is 41:13 

 

 

This is a most personal initiative, of our Abba-God, 

Who if asked, loves to tell us why : 

‘ By letting me hold your hand … 

You can surrender all your fears, 

Because my holding your hand 

Is exactly the same … 

As holding my Beloved Jesus’ hand 

– The Fearless One, the Trusting One . 

 

‘ Yes, in holding your hand, 

KNOW I-am-with-you 

… Your heart within mine … 

Even when your surface feelings 

Totally suggest otherwise . 

 

‘ In holding your hand, IN mine, 

I, the Eternal One, 

Am your COMPANION-FOR-LIFE . 

My Life flows through my Risen Beloved 

… Wholly into yours ! 

 

 



‘ With my firm and gently loving grip, 

I will NEVER RELEASE 

My hold of your hand … though you release yours . 

While your ‘ releasing,’ your sinning, does cause change WITHIN YOU , 

My limitless love for you, never changes . 

 

‘ Our going everywhere TOGETHER 

… Your hand in mine … 

Is an expression, TO ALL, of our mutual intimacy . 

You’re always as close to me 

As the Ascended Jesus . 

 

‘ Holding YOUR hand is subtly different 

From holding that of your brothers and sisters . 

It expresses my SPECIAL ATTRACTION to you, 

And our special bond together : 

Know…. How, with Jesus and the Spirit, 

We long to make Our home with you !   2 

 

‘ Holding your hand in mine thrills me : 

Through you, and with you, 

I can rejoice in my Son’s New Humanity 

In His, and your Ascendant Humanity 

– Rejoicing, with my Homecoming Child 

In the Embrace of the Spirit .’  

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1317, Year 21 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, December 2019. 

2 Cf Jn 14:23 

  



Poem 1318          

Divinely Open-hearted   1
 

 

Openness 

Is the essence of all good relationships . 

Wondrously, to be ever more open TO GOD 

Is to be called, IN the Ascended Jesus, TO LOVE 

… Whatever, whoever is LIFE-GIVING 

… Whatever, whoever, is LIFE-ENHANCING . 

 

However, because of our human nature, 

Being open-hearted, has mostly MIXED motivations and outcomes 

 – Both for ourselves and others 

… Between what encourages, and what discourages, the growth of life 

… Between what enhances, and what diminishes life . 

 

So … only rarely do we get to love, or be loved by, 

People who are wholly lovable, or wholly loving 

– That is, by people who are wholly open-hearted . 

 

Wondrously, our Brother Jesus 

   Is the wholly Open One, 

          Who ever enables us, 

                         To be AS HE IS … 

                                              Divinely open-hearted ! 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1318, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ , Brisbane, January 2020. 

  



Poem 1319     

We Ascend, Empowered by Love   1 

 

 

Glory to You, Abba 

O Tenderest of Fathers, 

Ever uplifting our humanity 

Through the marvels of Your Love ! 

 

O Wondrous, faithful Abba, 

Embrace us all together 

… As we ASCEND, empowered by love, 

In the Uplifted Humanity of Your Christ . 

 

Open-hearted Abba, 

En-Spirit us together 

… So, through the Breath of Your Love, 

Our Paschal hearts are opened, 

To commune, lovingly, IN Christ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1319, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian”, Brisbane, January 2020. 

  



Folio 67 

Poems 1320 - 1339 

 

 

1320   God’s Wondrous Inner Communing, Ours ! 

1321   Between Our Depths and Yours 

1322   Into the Arms of Mary 

1323   Adoration 

1324   To Contemplate 

1325   Together, We Belong 

1326   Sing to Love   * 

1327   Brothered by Christ 

1328   Hearts, to Whom Prayer Is Instinctive  

1329   Christ’s Ruah … Uplifting Ours 

1330   Experiencing Jesus’ Universal Inclusiveness 

1331   Sistering and Brothering Each Other 

1332   Love’s Life-Cycle 

1333   Co-indwelling Spirits, in Christ 

1334   Literally Identifying with the Paschal Jesus 

1335   Every Person Is Truly Special 

1336   O Spirit of Us Together   * 

1337   The Lover of Life 

1338   Brother to All    * 

1339   Open-Hearted Praying : Being IN Christ    

  



Poem 1320     

God’s Wondrous Inner Communing, Ours !   1
 

 

While God REVEALS what God CONCEALS, in Christ 

… God’s Fullness wholly fills 

The Emptying of God’s Self-Surrender, in Christ . 

 

Thus, the Divine OUT-POURING of Love Crucified 

Becomes for us, 

The Divine IN-POURING into Love Ascended 

… Whose Vibrant Spirit, newly bestowed, 

Fires our hearts, and vitalizes our spirits ! 

 

Thus, as God’s Wondrous Inner Communing 

Wholly becomes OURS to share, IN Christ, 

THEY awesomely REVEAL 

… Even, if this be for us, but a glimpse … 

 – How the marvellous Distinction of Persons in God 

Is also Oneness-in-Life-and-Love ! 

Surpassingly, this Eternal Wondrous One-ing of Persons 

Radiantly reveals itself TO BE 

An equally Wondrous Triune Dance of Love 

… To which WE are invited ! 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1320, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, January 2020. 

  



Poem 1321    

Between Our Depths and Yours   1 

 

What is precious to Us, says our God 

… To both you, Jesus’ sisters and brothers, and to Us, 

Is what we hold sacred together : 

That which FLOWS mutually, between Our depths and your depths . 

 

As Jesus’ kin, we sense the God of Mystery’s Depths 

… Ever-revealing the Wondrous within this INTERFLOW, 

That is within the MUTUAL LOVE-PRAYER between Abba and Jesus Ascended 

It is an en-Spirited LOVE-PRAYER, as well as, 

Because Abba’s and Jesus’ Spirit enables the interflow ! 

Those alive IN Christ, of course, share in this very same LOVE-PRAYER ! 

 

As with this LOVE-PRAYER, so too with sistering and brothering ; 

Such sistering and brothering also DEPTHS our Life together, IN Christ . 

It is sharing our deepening yearnings, IN Christ, for our Abba-God ; 

It is living life deeply as a profoundly empathetic group – co-indwelling Jesus Ascended ! 

To do so, is to create together, FOR others, THEIR entry into this LOVE-PRAYER . 

 

Grace us, O Spirit of Mystery’s Depths, 

To locate all our relating 

Within Jesus’ very own relating to His Abba 

Within Abba and Jesus’ LOVE-PRAYER : 

“ Abba may they be on in Us, 

As you are in me, and I am in you.”   2 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1321, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry,‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, late January 2020. 

2 Jn 17:21 



Poem 1322     

Into the Arms of Mary   1
 

 

With each of our dyings 

      We are gentled … Spirited … 

  Into a hope-filled presence : 

                               Lowered from the pain 

                                  … Like Jesus crucified … 

                                              Into the arms of Mary  

                                           – The Loving Mother 

                                                                    Of ‘ all who live’ – 

                                                                             Being lovingly embraced 

                                                                                      Being readied … 

                                                                                             For Abba’s Gift of Life 

To come ALIVE in us ! 

IN Christ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1 Poem 1322, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, March 2020. 

  



Poem 1323      

Adoration   1 

 

           Ad-or-ation : ‘ the act of mouths (lips) together – kissing, being kissed’ – Pope Benedict XVI 

 

 

When the Ascended Jesus lives within our hearts … 

Being kissed by our Adorable Brother-God, 

And in response, kissing Abba’s Beloved tenderly 

– The Kiss itself, being the Breath of the Spirit 

Has human hearts wholly eager to give, without reserve 

… Now surrendering themselves, IN the Beloved, to Abba 

… Now stilled – opened , IN the Beloved – to receive 

The Spirit-Kiss ! 

 

Exquisitely attuned to the Beloved’s CLOSENESS, thus, 

We are summonsed 

To be loved … and to love : 

Adoration is experiencing  

Being drawn into the Depthless Intimacy  

Of the God of Love . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, April 2020. 

  



Poem 1324     

To Contemplate   1 

 

 

 

To contemplate is to sense the ‘ template’, the pattern, of what you behold . 

Spiritually, to contemplate is to allow the Spirit 

To reproduce the template, the pattern, of Jesus’ sufferings 

Within our sufferings 

So that, the very template, of Jesus Ascended’s OPENNESS to HIS ABBA 

… Is reproduced, ‘ felt’, and co-lived in us ! 

 

Contemplation is what happens to us : 

We learn to experience – specifically to co-experience  –   

Jesus’ own Paschal journey, 

Within ourselves 

… By gazing upon His Crucified and Risen Face – in others ! 

His consciousness, becomes ours, 

His FLOW OF FEELINGS, ours . 

His destiny with Abba, ours ! 

Graced in the Spirit, 

We are DRAWN INTO Jesus’ Ascended’s  

Very own relating to Abba ! 

We become ONE with the pattern of His relating . 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Yet we never con-template, alone . 

The Spirit enables us to relate 

As-always-belonging to an ‘ us’  

… Be that a couple of soulmates, 

Or as a presence within THE Presence 

… Of ALL those gathered in the Risen Christ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1324, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, Eastertide 2020. 

  



Poem 1325     

Together, We Belong   1
 

 

 

O Abba, 

Communing with You, in Jesus Ascended, 

Is a deeply intimate experience . 

This Spirit-Gift of Your Dual Loving Presence 

Wondrously envelops us, 

Radiating our lives  

From WITHIN ! 

 

Our graced emptying of self 

Becomes a readiness to receive, 

An eagerness to give 

– Enabling us to pray 

“ Abba …. Into Your Embrace 

We entrust our spirits”    2 

 

Within Your Embrace, we are 

ALIVE to each other ! 

Christ’s Paschal Song resounds within us : 

‘ Belong to Me, as I belong to you 

… So, together, we BELONG to our Abba-God ! 

By living the Love-Life God lives, 

We ARE LIFE to each other !’   

 

 

 

 



Thus, the Spirit’s Enlivening unfolds within us : 

In this way, communing creates community, 

As we mutually enhance each other 

… Such that every kindness, every impulse to love, 

Deepens our communing , 

Deepens our belonging . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1325, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, Eastertide 2020. 

2 Cf Lk 23:46 

  



Poem 1326           

Sing to Love    1        * 

 

 

Sing ! Sing ! O Sing to Love … 

O Abba … Jesus … Loyce 

O Abba … Jesus … Loyce 

Sing ! Sing ! O Sing to Love … 

For all of earth, 

And Heaven WITHIN ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1326, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, “ Viridian’ Brisbane, Eastertide, 2020. 

*Meant to be sung. To the tune, “ With Cat-like Tread”. 

NOTE:  ‘ Often sung while walking’.   ( Author). 

  



Poem 1327     

Brothered by Christ   1
 

 

 

Being a brothering-sistering presence to others in our life, 

And allowing ourselves to be brothered-sistered by others 

… Can mutually deepen our experience of Jesus, our human brother 

Preparing us, to be mysteriously graced, to experience God-as-Brother ! 

 

Wondrously in-gathered IN Christ our Brother, 

Into His Resurrected New Humanity –   

We can brother and sister each other 

As He brothers us now – DIVINELY ! 

 

Being found as “ members of each other” IN our Paschal Brother, 

ENABLES 

… the integration or our personality, in HIS 

… the centering of our diverse lives, in HIS  

… and the integration of our human energies with those of the earth 

– In Him, who is our Divine Earth-Brother ! 

Indeed, one of our partners in brothering-sistering others – IS VOICELESS 

… Namely, our EARTH ! 

We need to speak up constantly on its behalf . 

It is our poor brother and sister ! 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1327, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, Eastertide 2020. 

  



Poem 1328    

Hearts, to Whom Prayer Is Instinctive   1 

 

Whatever our family’s, our group’s communal MISSION  

– Of ‘ being the Good News’, of our Ascended Humanity in Christ 

… A Humanity embraced by an ever-eager Father 

‘ Running to us, clasping us in His arms, 

And kissing us tenderly’ …   2 

We need always to be hearts, to whom prayer is INSTINCTIVE 

– Arising from us as murmurings of love 

And belongingness . 

 

As apostles, disciples, of such love, we need to commit 

To radical Calvary self-giving, 

Winning hearts to Christ, by the self-sacrificing way we relate . 

By owning each other’s graced ministries of love, 

We allow others’ giftedness, to be the communal focus 

… Such that their self-worth increases, 

While our inflating egos decrease . 

 

Thus, IN Christ … ever-in-touch with every human need, 

We allow ourselves IN THE SPIRIT 

To be borne by the FLOW OF GRACE itself . 

IN Christ, we’re opened, by GRACE 

          To be KIN-KIND to every sister and brother, 

                                Whom we encounter IN Christ : 

                                  To those difficult-to-love, 

                  …   To the many, many unloved, 

             … And to those open and easy to love . 



 

 

Together, we pray, 

As Christ’ own family, we pray 

… In a most loving way, 

… In a deeply INSTINCTIVE way . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1 Poem 1328, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Eastertide 2020. 

2 Cf Lk 15:20 ( J.B.) 

  



Poem 1329       

Christ’s Ruah … Uplifting Ours   1 

 

( The Hebrew ‘ RUAH’  translates as ‘ breath’, ‘ wind’ and later, ‘ spirit’.) 

 

As Christians, our graced Paschal transformation, IN Christ, 

Allows us to participate 

In the Pentecostal OUTPOURING of the Spirit . 

We are drawn by Christ’s Empowering Spirit 

Into a reality that is trans-historical, 

And that indeed, in its depths, is ETERNAL ! 

 

We, like the Apostles and disciples of Jesus, Risen and Ascended, 

Are overcome by His Spirit 

– The New Israel’s Holy Ruah ! 

 

By the signs that originally accompanied it, 

We know Jesus Ascended’s Ruah 

Was, even externally, a FORCE OF NATURE 

That swept into history, 

– Initiating a NEW AGE 

… Through inviting us into Christ’s  “ NEW HUMANITY” !   2 

 

We believe that this transformative Ruah 

Surges through our very lives, 

Continually uplifting, enlivening and enhancing 

WHO WE ARE … 

Christ’s own loved and loving BROHERS AND SISTERS . 

 



 

This Ruah, this force of Divine Nature, 

Divinizes our very own humanity, IN Christ’s ! 

This Ruah is literally, LIMITLESS AND BOUNDLESS in its reach 

… Delivering us from our old selves, and all that holds us captive ; 

… Freeing us from our de-humanizing mindsets and habits ; 

… Transforming our relationships, CHRISTENING them ; 

… And always, ALWAYS acting as the Initiating Partner 

In all our choices … seamlessly co-choosing with us ; 

… Breathing New Life into the most unsurprising of our endeavours ; 

… Companioning us through crises, and major life-changes . 

 

WONDROUSLY … 

We are re-made in Christ’s own Paschal likeness 

… Becoming “ new creatures” in His very Person !   3 

His own Ruah enters into our ruah 

… En-Spiriting us  

AS Abba’s resurrected, ascended Beloved ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1329, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Pentecost 2020. 

2 Eph 2:15   3 Cf 2Cor 5:17 

  



Poem 1330       

Experiencing Jesus’ Universal Inclusiveness   1 

 

Our Wondrous God of Mystery 

Is simultaneously, for us, 

The God of Revelation 

– Wholly wishing to reveal ALL 

And, surprisingly for us, delighting to do so  

… Through personal glimpses of Love, homecoming calls, emotional uplifts, 

But mostly … through the everyday inspiration of metaphor, symbol and sacrament . 

 

Thus this Mysterious, Ever-Revealing God of ours 

Is LIMITLESSLY OPEN … 

And, in a Triunity of Loving Intimacy 

Eternally CENTERS all our loving . 

From Them, we learn to experience our loving 

As the ENABLING WONDROUS EXPRESSION 

Of how WE are to be open-as-persons ! 

 

In Jesus’ “ New Humanity”, most especially,   2 

We are freely, and subtly, enabled 

– Within a whole sea of human pressure to conform – 

To be OPEN-MINDED, OPEN-HEARTED, and OPEN-SPIRITED ! 

Truly, the more we are en-Spirited to BE-IN-HIM, our Easter Brother, 

The more we delight in being, IN Him, effortlessly INCLUSIVE 

… Welcoming every expression of humanity ! 

 

 

 



 

 

Ingathered by the Spirit, into this Easter Person of Jesus, 

We experience PERSON-to-person … 

How, to love instinctively, 

To be tirelessly compassionate, 

 And to be gently accepting of all-of-each-other 

… As our DAILY REALITY . 

 

At home in this Risen, Ascended Jesus 

– Humanity’s uniquely inclusive “ New Man” –    3 

We experience more and more deeply, 

How to be wonderfully at ease with human intimacy 

– Being intimate AS JESUS IS INTIMATE 

… That is, ever-inclusive 

… Warmly enfolding all 

… Leaving no human being unembraced . 

Yes ! We’re enabled to BE AS OPEN AS GOD IS : 

“ Abba, may they be one is Us, 

As you are in me, and I am in you”.   4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1330, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ , July 2020. 

2 Eph 2:15 (N.R.S.V.)  3 Eph 2:15 (J.B.)       4 Jn 17:21 (J.B.) 

  



Poem 1331    

Sistering and Brothering Each Other   1
 

 

Jesus, our Ascended Brother 

Provides us, in His very Person, 

With the CENTERING focus for our lives : 

To be Gospel sisters and brothers 

To each other, and even to CREATION 

– As that co-extension of the New Humanity 

That we share with the Ascended One . 

 

Co-enabled by THEIR Spirit, IN Him, 

We are a sistering-brothering Presence, 

Reaching out to embrace all, with empathetic hearts 

… Seeking out all that is life-giving and life-enhancing ! 

As servant-leaders in sistering and brothering, 

We leave no human being unembraced ! 

 

As spirits, co-dwelling the Ascended Jesus’ 

Newly universalized HUMAN SPIRIT, 

We sister and brother each other 

INTO the freedom Jesus Himself delights in . 

Indeed, our destiny is to rejoice in 

The very FREEDOM of His New Humanity  

– As our Risen and Ascended Brother 

… The en-Spirited Beloved of Abba ! 

 

_______________________ 

1 Poem 1331, Year 22 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, October 2020. 

  



Poem 1332     

Love’s Life-Cycle    

1
 

 

Love is a constantly evolving LIFE-CYCLE 

Such that 

… We ourselves are the LIFE-FRUIT 

Of all who have loved us 

… And we ourselves are the LIFE-SEED  

For all those we love . 

 

But … 

What of such LIFE-FRUIT’S bloom, fragrance, and taste ? 

Love itself is the BLOOM that, once ‘ set’ by the Spirit, 

 Gives rise, in each of us – to an emerging LIFE-FRUIT ; 

Love itself is the FRAGRANCE 

… Diffusing, communally, as we blossom together, 

Drawing others, delighting others ; 

Love itself is the TASTE 

That all of us who are loved, deeply savour, 

… So that, in time, through our hearts’ bonding and maturing, 

New LOVE-SEEDS sprout with new life 

… And so, love’s LIFE-CYCLE begins again . 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1332, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, Brisbane, January 2021. 

  



Poem 1333    

Co-indwelling Spirits, in Christ   1
 

 

Love truly begins for us, 

When we are ATTRACTED 

To what is lovable and loving in the other ; 

Love attracts love, and is attracted to love . 

 

 

Love itself opens our hearts … our spirits … 

To give ourselves to each other . 

In mutually giving ourselves in loving friendship, 

We long to come together, SOMETIMES in body, but ALWAYS in spirit ; 

 ‘ You alive in me, and I alive in you’.   2 

 

 

Thus, as friends, we lovingly INDWELL each other’s spirit . 

This experience of ‘ mutually indwelling spirits’  

Is, for each, a matter of differing degree, or intensity . 

When it comes to a group of friends, or a family, 

Mutual indwelling for any number of spirits 

… Is always by way of varying degrees of intensity . 

 

 

But, as with all matters plainly human 

– That is, in our natural humanity,  

Our ‘ capacity’ for mutual indwelling 

– While rejoiced in, as part of our human nature’s inheritance – 

Is still CLEARLY LIMITED . 



Very simply, very humanly, we have a quite limited capacity 

To STAY ATTENTIVE and to remain engaged, as an indwelling spirit 

– BEYOND certain time limits 

… Or beyond a small number of spirits, welcoming or otherwise ! 

 

Because of our natural human nature, 

We endlessly ‘ discover’  

… That our mostly emotional energy levels FAIL US  

– That it is easier to indwell just a few others, or simply, our ‘ favourites’ . 

Contrariwise, it is for most, simply a challenge to INDWELL ‘ many’  

– Much less an idealistic ‘ unlimited number’ of friends – 

… That is, to hold them in constant unity, in a continuing indwelling embrace . 

 

Into this sorry state of our limited humanity 

… UNABLE to love ‘ many’ simultaneously … 

A man, Jesus 2000 years ago, came amongst us  

– To show us how to give ourselves in love, LIMITLESSLY 

And to stay engaged, both as a stunningly UNLIMITED Presence 

And as a PERSONLLY CENTERING, indwelling Presence ! 

 

How ?  

At the culmination of a life lived wholly for others, 

– For all His human brothers and sisters in every age – 

Gethsemane’s Jesus took upon Himself, INTO His very Person 

… All our vulnerabilities, all our limitations 

… All our human weaknesses, all our sinfulness 

… All our choices that restrain or destroy love and life 

… All that limits our spirits, from-coming-together, 

And staying together, in co-indwelling bliss . 

 



 

 

 

Jesus, by dying FOR each and all of us, 

Wholly removed all that LIMITS our humanity 

Consigning it all, IN HIS OWN PERSON, to death ! 

In His Resurrected Person, we are ENABLED 

To wholly IDENTIFY with Him, as the Risen Beloved 

… In His New Humanity – now, OUR New Humanity 

– In His NEW, TIMELESS,SPACELESS, spirit-reality ! 

 

 

Jesus the CHRIST, in His Resurrected Cosmic Person 

… Wholly opens us, each and all, to LIMITLESSNESS ! 

… Wholly draws us into His boundless, new human LIFE, 

As He INDWELLS US, in this New Humanity, 

And ALL OTHER graced spirits, indwelling His 

– He and us … TOGETHER, AS CO-INDWELLERS ! 

 

 

As CO-INDWELLERS in Jesus’ boundlessly inclusive spirit, 

We are uplifted into Abba’s EMBRACE  of His Ascended Beloved ! 

This Divine ACCEPTANCE of ‘ our’ now limitless indwelling capacity, 

And of our sharing in Jesus’ OPENNESS TO BEING INDWELT, 

Removes ALL constraints, experienced by our natural spirits . 

Thus, all GRACED SPIRITS who both indwell, and are indwelt, 

Proclaim “ It is no longer I who live … 

But Christ who lives in me !    3 

 

 



 

 

 

Yet Christ’s Paschal indwelling wonders continue to unfold ; 

As we, IN the Ascended Jesus, experience the glory of Abba’s Embrace, 

We are now overwhelmed by Their Mutual Gift to us 

– Their Own Divine Spirit of Love and Unity ! 

Thus, our already transformed HUMAN SPIRITS, indwelling Christ’s , 

Are now en-Spirited with Abba’s and Christ’s DIVINE SPIRIT ! 

 

Thus, this Spirit of Unity DIVINIZES our indwelling unity with Christ’s spirit . 

This Wondrous Spirit ENABLES ALL to become ONE-IN-CHRIST : 

All becoming “ members ONE-OF-ANOTHER” IN CHRIST   4 

… Wondrously en-Spirited by that Loving Spirit 

Who unites Abba and Jesus Ascended in Love : 

“ I live now, not with my own life, 

But with the life of Christ who lives in me”.   5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1333, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, “Viridian’, February 2021. 

2 Cf Jn 14:19 and Gal 2:20 (J.B.)  3 Gal 2:20 (N.R.S.V.)  4 Eph 4:25  5 Gal 2:20 (J.B.) 

  



Poem 1334      

Literally Identifying with the Paschal Jesus   1 

 

 

 

We marvel HOW, in co-indwelling the Paschal Jesus, 

        How, at the hidden level of GRACE : 

… We see anew – with His Resurrected universal vision 

            … We hear anew – with the ‘ cosmic’ hearing of the Risen Word 

… We touch anew – with His Divinely sensitized touch 

                                … We respond anew to other’s body language 

With His New Humanity’s en-Spirited body language, now OURS 

– His smile … our smiling, His empathy … our graced empathy . 

 

Most surprisingly, we discover within the depths 

Of our New Humanity’s transformed spirit 

– That we love, as the Ascended Jesus loves 

                  … With an en-Spirited human heart 

That pulses with Divine Energy and Inclusiveness ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1 Poem 1334, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, March 2021. 

  



Poem 1335    

Every Person Is Truly Special   1 

 

Every person is truly special … uniquely gifted by our Abba 

To REVEAL God’s goodness 

… Even if that be intermittently, as when a person 

Is either half-hearted or apathetic, or partly resistant, or openly opposed . 

The call, for all, is … TO BE GOD’S SPECIAL PRESENCE 

… For every occasion, in the unfolding of that person’s unique humanity . 

 

Thus, though already special, on the natural level, 

Each person can also wondrously identify with Christ’s Paschal Person 

… With a graced distinctiveness ! 

… With a unique giftedness ! 

 

So, while Calvary’s Jesus was emptied of His, and our, ‘ old’ humanity, 

His RAISING allows Abba’s Divinity to gift Jesus Risen 

… With His, and our, New Humanity 

– Honouring Him, and us, with graced distinctiveness ! 

 

Equally, the Wondrous Uplifting of Jesus Risen, and us, 

Into Abba’s Ascensional Embrace 

Enables Abba’s GIFT OF THE SPIRIT 

To wholly DRAW Jesus’ and our New Humanity 

Within the Divinity … 

Within the Circle of Love 

Thus honouring Jesus’, and our, unique giftedness ! 

 

 

 



 

 

Thus, TO BE SPECIAL – either naturally, or Paschally IN Christ, 

Is, firstly, to live out the essence of what it is to be HUMAN ; 

Then, Paschally graced, to exhilarate … 

In being WHOLLY ALIVE in Christ’s New Humanity 

– As another unique RADIANCE, within the Communal Person of Christ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1335, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, May 2021. 

  



Poem 1336         

O Spirit of Us Together   1           * 

 

( Sung to the Spirit – by Abba and Jesus Ascended) ; 

  

We love You as our Sunshine, 

We love You as our Laughter, 

We love You as our Life-Flow, 

And most of all, You ARE the Love 

Who unites Us, all as One .   2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1336, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’, May 2021. 

2 The “Us” here refers to Abba and Jesus Ascended. singing TO the Spirit … Their Spirit. We too can sing WITH Them, 

IN Christ . 

*Sung to the tune, I love the Sunshine of Your Smile. 

  



Poem 1337     

The Lover of Life   1 

 

When a person’s face 

Radiates deep happiness, 

It means that God-in-Christ 

Has taken possession of her energies ! 

God is ALIVE in her ! 

The Spirit of Life exults over her ! 

 

Jesus Risen through her, is exhilarated 

… To bring joy to all those 

Whose lives touch her ! 

This Risen Jesus, in being furthered raised 

… To His Loving Father’s Ascensional Embrace … 

Yearns to SHARE WITH ALL, 

The Gift of the Very Person of Their Spirit ! 

Thus, the encompassing tenderness and loving-kindness 

Of His Abba-God 

“ The lover of life” ,   2 

– Especially of all-that-is-alive in our humanity – 

Becomes ours to experience ! 

 

 

 

 

_________________________ 

1 Poem 1337, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’ Brisbane, May 2021. 

2 Wis 11:26 (J.B.) 

  



Poem 1338     

Brother to All   1    * 

 

VERSE 1                                           

O Christ, Our God ! 

You fill … our lives … with wonder 

As You come … ALIVE … within our hearts .   2 

Each spirit sings … WITHIN … Your Easter spirit, 

As all indwell … Your New … Humanity ! 

CHORUS 

Then sing we all … as all-in-You … are one ; 

‘ Brother to all ! Brother to each !’ 

Then sing we all … as all-in-You … are one ; 

“ Brother to all ! Brother to each !’ 

 

VERSE 2 

O Christ, our God ! 

You draw … us all … together, 

In Your own … Person’s … raised identity  ; 

Each person prays … AS You … AS God’s Beloved ; 

“ Come, live in Me … as I … now live in you .”    3 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1338, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’, Brisbane, May 2021. 

NOTE:  “ Brother,” throughout, always is addressing Christ Ascended.  

2 ‘Hearts’, here, is interchangeable with the human ‘ spirit (s)’.  3 Cf Jn 15:4 (N.A.B.) 

*Meant to be sung … to the tune How Great Thou Art ! 

  



Poem 1339        

Open-Hearted Praying : Being in Christ   1
 

 

Prayer, at its simplest, is BEING DRAWN  

Into the Person of Jesus Ever-Ascending 

… Being tenderly embraced by His loving Abba 

… As all is enabled by the Spirit of Communing 

– KISSED FORTH between Them . 

 

Prayer is something God does in us, IN Christ . 

Prayer is initiated Eternally by God, IN Christ . 

For our part, prayer is wholly effortless . 

To pray is “ to be found IN Christ Jesus”, 

And to be found open-hearted, as Jesus is . 

 

Abba’s Embrace of Jesus Ascended 

IS the Eternal Moment of Jesus’ one and only prayer . 

Thus Jesus Ascended Himself IS our Eternal Prayer : 

All forms of prayer, including Eucharist above all else 

… Are situated, IN Christ, within Abba’s Ascensional Embrace . 

Indeed, every encounter, of any kind, between God and humanity 

Across all of time and space 

IS Christ Himself 

IN THE ETERNAL MOMENT 

( No other Eternal Moment exists) . 

 

 

 

 

 



 

To be in THE Eternal Moment, to be IN Jesus Ascended 

Is to commune with Abba 

…  As all is enabled by Their Spirit 

… All brought to unity, in Their Spirit . 

 

 

Jesus Ascended EVER INVITES US : 

“ Live in me AS I live in you”   2 

Thus prayer is BOTH 

Experiencing Jesus Ascended living in us 

… Jesus in His New Humanity INDWELLING US … 

And we experiencing, within the same New Humanity, living in Him 

… We indwelling Jesus - OUR PRAYER ! 

This MUTUAL indwelling is at once 

Jesus’ new Paschal human spirit, alive within our spirit … 

And our newly transformed human spirit, alive within His . 

 

 

Yet there is a cause for much deeper rejoicing  

– For all those countless OTHER graced human spirits, 

Who ALSO share this mutuality ! 

What a wondrous world-wide communing of spirits IN Christ’s ! 

Together, all these CO-INDWELL 

 The Risen Jesus ‘ new human spirit, AS ONE . 

Yes ! This experience of PRAYER-FUL CO-INDWELLING 

Is wondrously COMMUNAL . 

No wonder St. Paul exults when he proclaims 

“ We are members, one of another !”   3 

Thus, when one prays, all share the prayer . 

 



 

 

Then Wonder of Wonders  

– Moving beyond all these experiences of PRAYER – 

Jesus proclaims that our co-indwelling experience of Himself 

INCLUDES, WONDROUSLY, His Abba and Their Spirit ! 

This is evidenced in St. John’s Gospel  

“ If anyone loves me … my Father will love him, 

 And we shall come to him AND MAKE OUR HOME IN HIM”;   4 

And in St. Paul, 

“ The Spirit of God has made His home in you”.   5 

This co-indwelling experience with the Tri-Personal Mystery of Love 

Wholly overwhelms us ! 

 

 

This Spirit of Co-indwelling IS the Spirit, 

Both received in Christ’s Ascension, and therein GIVEN 

To all who co-indwell His new human spirit . 

This Gift of the Spirit, thus DIVINIZES 

Both the mutual indwelling 

Between the human spirit of the Ascended Jesus and each Christian, 

And also the co-indwelling experience of ALL Christian spirits together-as-one ! 

Thus, these human-spirit relationships 

Are elevated and radiated by the Divine ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In becoming PRAYER-FOR-US 

Jesus Ascended’s HUMAN spirit is transformed by the Divine 

Into an all-inclusive spirit, across space and time, 

Universalizing it, with the whole of His Risen Ascended HUMANITY ! 

Thus Jesus’ DIVINIZED New Humanity, spirit and body, 

Becomes a humanity OPEN TO ALL . 

Total inclusiveness of all other human beings becomes possible ! 

His spirit becomes the CENTERING HUMAN SPIRIT for all human spirits . 

Thus Jesus’ en-Spirited spirit CENTERS our whole humanity … and all creation ; 

“ Nobody can come to the Father except through me.”   6 

Yes ! In His very PERSON, 

He CENTERS all our PRAYING, 

And all encounters between God and humanity . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1339, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’, Brisbane, June 2021. 

2 Jn 15:4 (N.A.B.)   3 Rom 12:5  4 Jn 14:23  5 1Cor 6:17 (N.R.S.V.)  6 Jn 14:6 
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Poem 1340    

 

Praying … In … Christ Jesus 1. 

 

‘Jesus Ascending’ Eternally indwells us; 

In so doing, He wholly SUFFUSES our spirits 

With His Easter spirit of the purest human love. 

This ‘Jesus Ascending’ CO-INITIATES, within us, 

Our every impetus to PRAY 

– CO-EXPERIENCING with us : 

Every expression of the prayer of our BODIES, AS HIS OWN … 

… Yes, every murmur, deep sigh, every shiver of delight 

… every gasp of awe, every cry of jubilation 

… each tremor of deepest love – ALL , AS HIS OWN 

Every movement of the flow of our heart’s feelings, AS HIS OWN … 

Every sparkle of our conscious thought, AS HIS OWN … 

Every tremulous outpouring of our-words-to-Abba, AS HIS OWN … 

Every ONE-ING movement within ALL US co-indwellers, AS HIS OWN … 

Every stirring of our spirits … yearning to commune, AS HIS OWN.  

 

In praying thus, in any prayer of praise, thanks and sorrow, 

Our spirits face Abba … not BESIDE, nor even WITH … Jesus’ spirit 

–But always WITHIN His spirit 

… Jesus’ IDENTITY expressing OURS, Eternally ! 

Indeed, His Humanity’s spirit, in co-indwelling ours, 

WHOLLY SUFFUSES OURS ! 

What wondrous intimacy … 

 

 

 



 

 

The depths of such co-indwelling praying   

Is wholly revealed … 

As Abba, and we-in-Jesus-Ascending, 

Both  BREATHING FORTH Their Mutual Spirit of Life and Love 

WITHIN Each Other … 

 

Such is HEAVEN – NOW  

… The HEAVEN of being-in-Christ Jesus ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________ 

1 Poem 1340, Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’ Brisbane, August 2
nd

 2021. 

HENRI NOUWEN 1996:  When I pray, I enter into the depth of my own heart and find there the heart of God, who 

speaks to me of love.  And I recognize, right there, the place where all of my sisters and brothers are in communion 

with one another. 

The great paradox of the spiritual life is, indeed, that the most personal is most universal, that the most intimate, is 

most communal, and that the most contemplative is most active. 

  



Poem 1341     

 

Co-indwelling Prayer  1. 

To PRAY IS TO CO-INDWELL, to be IN CHRIST : 

To CO-INDWELL IS TO PRAY, to be IN CHRIST. 

When we ponder on Jesus’ INDWELLING INVITATION, 

              “ LIVE IN ME … AS I LIVE IN YOU”                                      2   

                                         

We can humbly ask of Jesus, ‘ How do You INDWELL US ?  

As a response, Abba’s and Jesus’ very own SPIRIT suggests 

That Jesus Ascended’s INDWELLING of us, is such 

… That His new Easter Humanity’s HUMAN SPIRIT wholly suffuses OURS, 

Or, that His New Eastered HEART wholly enfolds ours 

… Our hearts wholly WITHIN HIS ! 

Be it within our HUMAN SPIRIT, OR HEART, Jesus’ INDWELLING is wondrously transformative 

DIVINIZING US in the Presence of His NOW radiant, wholly revealing 

NEW HUMANITY ! 

Surely, both these now CO-INDWELLING CENTERS – our new SPIRIT OR HEART, 

Are the one expression of our Brother God’s intimacy and closeness with us, 

And as such … constitute the very heart-of-PRAYER ! 

Co-indwelling then, is minimally about words … but mostly 

About lovingly, joyfully RESTING, ABIDING WITHIN each other’s peace 

… Breathing forth our very selves into each other’s tenderness. 

 

Jesus the Word of God, pouring forth the totality of God into us 

– And wholly and most intimately ENFLESHED on our humanity –  

Is equally the Word of our humanity, to God ! 

Together … Abba’s Jesus, and our Jesus 

Becomes the PERFECT COMMUNING CENTER of God and humanity. 

–The Personified Pray-er, uniting both 

… He, in whom God and humanity CO-INDWELL ! 



 

 

So, if we “ are found to be IN Christ”, co-indwelling with Him                         3. 

... HIS HEART wholly enfolding ours 

HIS SPIRIT wholly suffusing ours … 

Then we live our lives EFFORTLESSLY, 

Within the pulsing heart of our PRAY-ER 

… Our most lovable Ascended Jesus 

… Himself, wholly WITHIN Abba’s Embrace ! 

 

To live THUS is TO PRAY, 

                                     “ To pray ALWAYS”, “ to pray without ceasing”.                                         4.5. 

Praying thus, is to be ALIVE, with-the-Life-of-God ! 

This co-indwelling with Christ 

Is to BREATHE Jesus’ prayer, with Him … 

To feel the feelings of Jesus’ prayer, with Him … 

To embody the bodily resonances of Jesus’ prayer, with Him 

–To cry with Him, to sigh with Him, to sing with Him, to dance WITH Him, 

But most of all, TO BE PRAYER with Him … 

–As we sleep, work, play, relate, connect, smile, suffer and love WITH Him ! 

 

Indeed, to pray is not something we do, but something GOD DOES IN US, 

And does so, not time after time but ETERNALLY 

–As with Jesus IN Abba’s Ascensional Embrace 

… In that ETERNAL MOMENT that Jesus shares with Abba and Their Spirit, 

Communing the fullness of Life to Each Other. 

Yes, our PRAYING is always CO-INDWELLING 

… Within the Moment that is lovingly Trinitarian . 

_____________________________________________ 

1. Poem 1341 Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’ Brisbane, August 6
th

 2021. 

2. Jn 15:14         3 Phil 3:9 (I.B.)  4 Lk 18:1 (N.R.S.V.)  5 Lk18:1 (J.B. Fr) 



Poem 1342    

 

Becoming Divinely Human   1. 

 

Our God became a human being 

So that our clearly limited humanity 

Would be transformed 

Into the Wondrous Limitless Humanity 

Of the Risen and Ascended Jesus. 

 

Yet this did not happen 

So that we could become 

‘humanly Divine’  

– Because that would entail limiting the Divine … impossible –  

But, so we could become 

‘Divinely human’.  

 

While becoming ‘Divinely human’ does marvellously involve 

Being uplifted to Jesus’ Wondrous Glorified Humanity, 

It is NOT being uplifted to a Dignity 

Merely ‘LIKE’ that of Jesus. 

Rather, becoming ‘ Divinely human’ 

                                              Is not only being “raised up WITH Him”,                                           2. 

But most exquisitely, WITHIN Him 

                                                  … “ you in me, and I in you” …                                                 3. 

– With Jesus Himself, at home WITHIN Abba’s Ascensional Embrace. 

O How exhilaratingly DEPTHLESS 

Is Abba’s Love for His Beloved’s HUMANITY ! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

For us, our Divinely human Co-indwelling IN Jesus 

Means … being-within-Jesus-within-Abba’s-Embrace 

… Co-living out His Wondrous, Divinized Humanity. 

It is HERE, that Jesus intimately whispers 

To all who co-indwell Him : 

“ I am ascending to my Abba, and your Abba, 

                                                         To my God, and your God                                                       4. 

                                               … Go and find my brothers and sisters”.                                          5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

Poem 1342 of Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘Viridian’ Brisbane, August 10, 2021. 

2 Col 2:12  3 Jn 14:20  4 Jn 20:17b  5 Jn 20:17 

  



Poem 1343    

 

Christ’s Destiny Becomes Ours 1. 

 

 

For us, open-heartedness to God 

Is a sheer gift of the Spirit … a grace. 

We are thus OPENED, IN Christ, to receive God, and to give God. 

The Spirit’s continuous grace of open-heartedness 

– Effortlessly for us –   

ENABLES : 

Our every choice, every pulse of our living, 

Every emotion that ever moves us, 

Every flicker of body language, 

Every emerging thought, 

Every breath of goodwill. 

… To be wholly suffused 

                                               By Jesus “ New Humanity”.                                                    2. 

 

It is a Humanity, utterly OPENED TO GOD in His Resurrection 

                      – A Divinized Humanity, no longer “ living within the limitation of weakness”   3.                    

  – A real humanity we too can share, NOW, 

… Through being “ raised up WITH HIM, 

                                          And given a place WITH HIM, in Christ Jesus !”                                        4. 

                                           Yes ! Our deep grace is “ to be found IN HIM”.                                        5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                   

                                              So, as the “ Ascending” Jesus                                                       6. 

Lovingly enfolded WITHIN Abba’s Embrace, 

Wholly lives HIS LIFE, in ours, 

We, wholly graced, wholly live our lives, indwelling His 

… Co-identifying with, and co-experiencing, HIS LIFE ! 

His choices, His emotions, His body language, His consciousness, 

His whole destiny 

– Become OUR VERY OWN LIFE 

… Both personally and communally 

As we co-indwell our Beloved Brother ! 

 

As the Ascending Jesus, WITHIN Abba’s Embrace, 

Lives His Life in ours, 

We co-experience Him doing so 

                                                    … As “ members, one of another”                                          7. 

– IN our Brother, whose Easter HUMAN SPIRIT 

Is incomparably COMMUNAL ! 

 

Moreover, we co-experience the FLOW of all this co-indwelling Life 

AS PRAYER 

… Primarily Jesus Himself as PRAY-ER – the Communing Center of all SPIRITS, 

And we-in-Him … effortlessly part of this PRAY-ER of all Humankind ! 

Yes, IN Him, the Beloved, we are at the Center of the Depthless Communing 

Of the TRINITY OF LOVE 

… With the brilliance of Their Presence, rendering all human spirits, IN Christ, 

Utterly TRANSPARENT, OPEN, AND FREE 

– Within the One, Eternal Moment ! 

 

 

Drawing ALL THIS, together, 



WITHIN Abba’s Embrace of the Ascending Jesus, 

Is the SPIRIT-WHO-ENABLES. 

It is WITH this SPIRIT, that an Ecstatic Abba 

Thrills TO GIFT Jesus’ New Ascendant Humanity. 

This Spirit of Unity-and-Love is GIVEN ETERNALLY : 

Jesus “ the New Man”, ever exhilarates to receive                             8. 

                                        This ultimate “ SEAL” of Abba’s Love                                            9. 

                                            … “ To make His Glory praised !”                                             10. 

 

Overwhelmed by Abba’s Love, Jesus’ immediate HUMAN impulse 

Is to share Abba’s GIFT OF THE SPIRIT with us 

                                             … His “ brothers” and “ sisters”                                                  11.12. 

WE, now wondrously en-Spirited, by His Spirit of Uniting Love 

Are moved by this Spirit of Life … to EXULT in prayer : 

“ We live, now, not with our own life, 

But with the Life of Christ 

                                                         Who lives IN us !”                                                              13. 

                                 Yes ! “ Whatever happens IN Christ … happens in us !”                        14. 
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Poem 1344   

 

Co-indwelling … As Grace   1. 

 

Jesus Ascended’s indwelling us, 

ITSELF, enables us to indwell Him. 

This whole indwelling experience 

Is enabled by the grace of His-Presence-Within. 

Grace always looks for partners, longs for union, 

And most exquisitely, yearns to commune. 

Indeed, it is through Jesus’ grace, as our Divinely human brother, 

That we can co-indwell with Him, as Brother. 

Yes, ALL IS GRACE … emanating from Jesus’ BROTHERING ! 

 

Grace is always Tri-Personal 

… Because grace is the love of Abba 

– Delighting in, creating sons and daughters, 

Through Jesus ‘enpeopling’ them, as His OWN KIN within, 

… Drawing them into a HOMECOMING embrace within Himself 

… With both Abba and Jesus, breathing into them, 

 The Spirit of Family Life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Yet in our 21st Century, 

Our self-talk, our group-speak, our global culture 

Unfolds … with a starkly narrower focus : 

“ If you keep putting in the effort, you’ll gain your reward”; 

“ Really believe in yourself … and your dreams will come true”; 

“ If you’re true to yourself, you can change the world”; 

“ You can accomplish, anything, if you set your mind to it !” 

What is there of God, in all this self-referencing 

… In this drive, for an individual-centric existence ? 

 

Here, the individual’s key to fulfilment is RELENTLESS HUMAN EFFORT 

… Permeating our relationships, our careers, our family dynamics, 

Our sporting motivations, and even our pastimes … re-worded now, as ‘passions’. 

Thus, WHAT I CANACHIEVE, becomes the measure of happiness ! 

 

However, what we truly NEED, 

… In the yearning depths of our humanity … 

Is to share in our Tri-Personal God’s  

Wondrous experience of COMMUNAL living : 

… To co-identify with Jesus, in Abba’s exhilarating Paschal Gift to Him 

–Of a New Humanity, of a NEW HUMAN SPIRIT – centering all of ours ! 

… To co-welcome with Jesus, Abba’s ultimate Ascensional Gift to Him 

–Of the SPIRIT WHO UNITES all-that-is-human to all-that-is-Divine ! 

… To co-gift AS Jesus’ response – this self-same SPIRIT WHO UNITES, 

To all Jesus’ co-indwelling sisters and brothers ! 

… To co-challenge with Jesus, the bad effects of society’s stark individualism, 

By nurturing key Scriptures within our hearts. 

 

 

 



… In focussing always on loving COMMUNALLY, IN Jesus, 

“ Whatever you do to the least of these sisters and brothers of mine, 

You do to me.”                                                2. 

… In focussing on GOD’S DREAM for us, not on our own limiting dreams, 

“ Is anything TOO wonderful for God ?”                                 3. 

... In focussing on God’s DIVINELY-HUMAN solutions, IN Christ, for all our living, 

 “ I am God of all humanity : is anything impossible to me ?”                   4. 

      “ Nothing is impossible to God.”                                     5. 

     “ For God, everything is possible.”                                    6. 

… In focussing finally, on how God’s giving, endlessly deluges our lives 

–Wholly surpassing any individual’s self-rewarding calculations : 

“ How precious is Your loving-kindness, O God … 

People are filled with the super-abundance of Your house 

And you make them drink of the torrents of Your delights !”              7.  
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Poem 1345    

 

Prayer Is the Spirit-Breath 1 

 

To pray is to BE IN the surpassingly human, Ascended Jesus 

– Joyously experiencing … mutually BREATHING the Spirit with Abba. 

For each of us, this Breath, this Spirit, IS, IN Jesus – 

“ The Spirit of Communing who comes from Abba 

… Who I myself will send from my Abba.”                       2 

 

We, IN Jesus, rejoice in His wondrous intimacy with Abba 

“ As Abba sends me, so I AM sending you 

… Delighting to BREATHE within you Our Gift … 

‘ Receive, Our Holy Breath’                                   3 

–The TRUTH of who We are to Each Other ! 

 

Easter Jesus’, and thus our, wondrous communing with Abba 

… In Their Prayer of mutually breathing the Spirit within Each Other … 

Resolves itself with divine simplicity : 

For us, IN Jesus’ New Humanity –  

It is Abba, as PRAY-ER, 

Who breathes the Spirit into Jesus, and us. 

It is Jesus Ascended, as PRAY-ER, 

Who both RECEIVES the Spirit-Breath, FROM Abba, for us, 

And with us, BREATHES the Spirit, through all humanity, TO Abba. 

Wondrously … it is the Spirit-Breath’s very Person 

Who IS Prayer 

… The very heart of Divine-human communing ! 

 



 

So … to pray … is to be stilled … 

Experiencing our breathing, AS prayer, 

Thrilling to the Spirit-Breath 

… Breathed forth, FROM Abba 

… Breathed IN, within Jesus and us, 

And adoringly breathed forth again through all humanity, TO Abba 

– Two PRAY-ERS, One Prayer 

… The Spirit-Breath, 

Vivifying all who commune, all who BREATHE PRAYER. 
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The ‘ Our Father’   1 

 

When we say ‘Our’… 

We know we cannot keep our faith to ourself, 

But are graced, ALWAYS, to share-it-with-others. 

 

When we say ‘Father’… ‘Abba’… 

We trust in Abba’s overflowing FAMILY love for us, 

Assuring us, He always answers our heart-prayers 

… Just as He unfailingly responded to Jesus’ open heart. 

 

When we say ‘who art in heaven’… 

We’re asking Abba, to always draw us to the place, wherein, as Jesus says 

– “ If anyone loves Me … Abba will love him, 

And We shall come to him, and make Our home WITH him”.         2 

In this wondrous place of BELONGING, we always 

… Seek Abba FIRST … in everyone and in everything ! 

 

When we say ‘hallowed be Your Name’… 

We seek the grace, to be wholly OPEN : 

To let Abba’s Goodness suffuse our lives 

… So we can IDENTIFY, with Jesus Risen’s wondrously uplifted humanity ! 

 

When we say ‘Your Kingdom come’ … 

We long that Abba may fire our hearts, 

To set the world ALIVE, with His Love 

… And to commune with all-hearts-that-love, IN Christ ! 

 



 

When we say ‘Your will be done’ … 

We pledge ourselves to live Jesus’ way-of-love 

– To BE HIM, through a life of sacrificial service. 

 

When we say ‘on earth as it is in heaven’ … 

We re-experience, IN Christ, Jesus’ love of Abba 

– How to “wed all that’s human, to all that is Divine”                       3 

… Uplifting earth, IN His very Person, to heaven ! 

In doing so, we IN Christ, deepen our respect 

For the earth – and ALL LIFE – as our partners. 

 

When we say ‘give us this day, our daily bread’ … 

We yearn for the grace, to be wholly dependent on Abba : 

To be whole-hearted, IN Jesus Risen, in our generosity, 

To be nurtured with His Presence 

… With whomever, and whatever, Abba graces us. 

 

When we say ‘forgive us our trespasses’… 

We come to co-experience, IN Christ 

– That we are at the heart of COMPASSION 

– And that forgiveness ENSURES that Abba’s grace, does not allow 

… The hurts, even the inhumanities , of our past 

To shape or define our future, 

… But re-shapes our humanity into that of His Risen Beloved. 

 

 

 

 

 



When we say ‘as we forgive them who trespass against us’… 

We’re asking Abba, to ENABLE us, to forgive others 

– JUST AS JESUS DID on the Cross 

… Hating what they’ve done, but loving them for who they are. 

 

When we say ‘lead us not into temptation’… 

We cannot deliberately place ourselves in a time, or place, 

Or in the company of specific people … to POSSIBLY being tempted, 

But, constantly seek to be led by the Spirit, 

Through the intricacies of relationship, into SIMPLICITY OF HEART. 

 

When we say ‘but deliver us from evil’ 

We are slow to actively fight against evil, less we be ensnared 

… But rather, we yearn to return to innocence of heart 

– Through being Christ, to all around us 

… Especially seeking to be “gentle and humble of heart”                       4 

– In the face of intentionally deceitful, and divisive spirits. 
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Jesus Prays for Us  1 

 

‘ Lovingly and Lovable Abba, 

Through Your Embrace of OUR Ascending Humanity 

In-gathered … en-peopled … in My Person 

… SUFFUSE all who co-indwell Me, 

To truly experience CO-LIVING EACH OTHER’S LIVES OF LOVE 

Within Me . 

 

‘ O Beautiful, tender-hearted Dad to us all, 

Grace each of My Sisters and Brothers 

–As they deeply CO-EXPERIENCE each other in Me – 

With that truly exquisite human gift, I so love 

– Empathy . 

 

‘ Abba, we deeply thank You for embracing us-as-Family 

… Therein enabling us to GLORIFY You, in My Person ! 

Thus gifted, with hearts wholly open to each other, in Me, 

They sing this Paschal Song to Me, Your Beloved – 

“ Our woundedness becomes Yours : Your joys, ours . 

In you now, we wholly experience each other’s feelings; 

Together we now whole-heartedly love You 

For being Brother to us, 

For sharing Your very self … Your Dad … Your Spirit 

With us !’’   

____________________________ 
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God Begins and Enables All We Do   1 

 

 

In every facet of our lives, we focus always on Abba’s Face of Love 

–Companioned by our co-indwelling Jesus, our Brother-God – 

And ever sensitive to the promptings of the Spirit-Who-Enables, 

… We focus on all that is of God . 

We are wholly guided by the HUMILITY of Jesus  : 

“ I do nothing of myself.”                               2 

Like Him in His humanity, WE can never decide to relate to God : 

It is ALWAYS God who INITIATES all aspects 

Of the Divine relationship, into which we are DRAWN 

And, paradoxically, who CO-INITIATES, through grace, ALL of our responses ! 

 

Jesus simplifies this when He assures us … 

“ Nobody can come to me, unless he is drawn by the Father “.                  3 

We do not, because we cannot, 

‘ Make our home in God’, 

Or ‘CHOOSE to indwell Christ’ 

Or ‘choose to establish a relationship with Abba’. 

Rather, as Jesus loves to tell us … 

“ My Father and I will come TO YOU, 

And MAKE OUR HOME with you.”                    4 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Similarly, when John states, “ No one has ascended into heaven 

… Except the One who descended from heaven 

– The Son of Man who is in heaven !”                         5 

This clearly means that there are NOT multiple relationships 

… Much less, countless individual-based relationships, with Abba . 

There is but ONE, and one alone – that of Jesus, our Brother : 

“ Nobody can come to the Father, except THROUGH ME”.         6 

This can only mean one radiantly clear path for all of us human beings : 

To return to heaven, to Abba the God of Love, is to be IN Jesus Christ , 

Or, as Saint Paul tenderly puts it, is “ To be FOUND IN Christ Jesus”.    7 

Jesus Ascended alone IS our exodus, 

Our passage, our Way, our Passover to God ! 
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Still Bleeding, Still Broken 1 

 

 

Our Ascended Jesus, THROUGH us, 

Is still bleeding, still broken, in our present age. 

Day unto day, the life-blood of every Christian Community, 

And of Christlike persons anywhere 

– All their countless self-sacrifices for others – 

Is poured out selflessly … continually … 

 

In the same way Jesus’ Body is still broken-for-others 

… When we absorb the blows, the hurt, meant for others 

–Replicating in our persons, 

 A shadowy trace of the Risen One’s five glorious wounds . 

Yes ! His Body-the-Church still suffers 

–As Church members sacrifice much of their energy, 

And, at times, their health and their very lives 

… So others in the Community may flourish and live. 

These members are graced, with the same sacrificial love, 

Of humanity’s now Risen Wounded Brother . 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 
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Our God: Mystery Revealed     1 

In the face of Mystery, our natural human response 

Is to be open in heart and spirit, as was Jesus of Nazareth. 

For Him, now, in His Risen Humanity, and for us IN Him, 

Our Abba is “a God who (loves to) reveal mysteries”.      2 

Truly, “THE Revealer of Mysteries” is NOT ‘ a keeper of secrets’ !   3 

 

This God of Mystery is THUS, the God of Revelation 

– Truly a God of Openness … who yearns to reveal ALL-WHO-GOD-IS ! 

Moreover, because “God is love” we are assured …    4 

“Anyone who lives in love, lives in God, and God lives in him”.        5 

Taken together, it is radiantly clear, that Christ’s gifts … 

Of deepest INTIMACY, and of CO-IDENTIFICATION,” “You in Me, and I in you”,   6 

Flow from this REVELATION of Divine Mysteries 

– As we are wondrously drawn, in Abba’s Ascensional Embrace, IN Christ ! 

 

Yes ! We sense we are mysteriously LED, into a Trinity of Belonging 

… From whom all life and love issue, and TO whom, revitalized by the Spirit, 

We hope to return, ‘IN the Ascended One’!      7 

HERE, the Three Persons LOVE to share Their Wondrous Communing, with us. 

They do so, with Divine Freedom, awesomely REVEALING, in glimpses and fleeting feelings, 

HOW the Marvellous Distinction of Persons, in God, 

Is also Oneness in Life, Oneness in Love ! 

Wondrously, this Trinity of Loving Intimacy …. CENTERS all our loving IN Christ 

– Assuring us that the revelation of “ the Mystery, IS Christ-among-you … Your hope of glory!”      8 

_____________________________ 
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Our Deepening Experiences of God      1 

 

All human experiences of God, are GIFT-EXPERIENCES 

… Always, without exception, co-initiated by God, 

And, in every instance, freely offered to us by God, IN Christ. 

 

Toddlers to eight year olds or so, sense that God loves them, one on one 

… ‘ Just as my Mum and my Dad love to hug me.’ 

Nine to fifteen year olds or so, sense that God loves 

‘ To hug us … with a love that draws us together’ … generally feeling 

That ‘ God yearns to be AMONG us, or more warmly, WITHIN us.’  

Late teens and adults affirm, through faith, that ‘ God draws US PERSONALLY’ 

– To experience God as our Abba or Dad, 

– To experience Jesus as our Brother-God, or companioning Friend, 

– To experience our Spirit-God, as our Enabling, Togethering Presence. 

Some adults, as they age-in-grace, 

Joyfully, peacefully, experience God, as the twinned GIFT 

Of a wondrous Distinction of Persons, sharing a Depthless Oneness of Love ! 

 

These adult GIFT-EXPERIENCES were firstly delighted in, by Jesus,  

… And thus, by us-in-Him … in His Risen Ascended Person . 

Jesus’ OWN name for God, “Abba”, meaning “ Pa” or “ Dad” 

– Biblically UNIQUE to Jesus, as a form of address –   

Involves a radical depth of the tenderest familiarity and intimacy 

–  A relationship into which He invites all … whom He co-indwells. 

 

 

 



 

 

The Jesus we pray ‘ TO’ and ‘IN’ … as the adorable, loving Son of Abba … 

Is always Jesus Ascended, ETERNALLY EMBRACED by a Most Loving Abba . 

As such, Jesus PERSONIFIES all of our “ New Humanity’s” prayer,       2 

… So that ‘TO PRAY’ , we need “ to be found IN Him”        3 

–  Living the very life, as Son, that ENLIVENS Him 

–  Co-identifying with Him … as He co-initiates 

All our decision-making AS HIS OWN 

… The Beloved of Abba ! 
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Loving to Teach      1 

 

We need to LOVE … 

What we teach, and whom we teach. 

Teachers ought always strive to UNITE –  

Our HEAD … with its logical, analytical, and associative modes of thinking … 

With both our HEART … with it flow of uplifting and energizing emotions … 

And our GUT … with its ‘ grounding’, centering passions, that empower . 

 

The aim of teachers is to integrate these two realities 

… Our HEAD and our HEART/GUT … 

Both within oneself, and within those we teach. 

We need to integrate our love for what we teach 

… Its rationale, connectedness, and purpose … 

With our love for those we teach 

… Through the flow of OUR MUTUALIZING feelings. 

 

The inner key to integrating these two realities 

Is revealed in our humanity’s common, deeper experience of LOVE 

… Wherein, we discover 

That the PURPOSE of love … is TO LOVE 

… To bring people together 

… To become one . 

 

__________________________ 
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Jesus’ and Our New Human Spirits         1 

 

PART 1 …OF A TRILOGY  

Into the sorry state of humankind’s natural human spirits 

– With their LIMITED capacity … to indwell other spirits, and to do so for an extended time, 

Or to indwell several human spirits, simultaneously – 

A man, Jesus of Nazareth, came among us, 2000 years ago. 

He ENABLED us, to give ourselves WHOLLY to others, IN His “ New Risen HUMANITY” 2 

… Wondrously enabling us, to CO-INDWELL all those others, whom He NOW indwells ! 

… Indeed enabling us to lovingly indwell many, IN Himself, without limit ! 

 

How did all this come about, through another HUMAN BEING, just like us ? 

From Jesus’ conception in Mary, to before His being RESURRECTED into New Life, 

His human spirit was truly limited, like ours : 

… “Living in the limitations of weakness”        3 

… “ Tempted in every way that we are, but without sin”.     4 

 

And even though Jesus’ human spirit was superlatively pure, 

And wholly OPEN to His Abba-God, 

He STILL remained “ as all human beings are”.      5 

Moreover, while with the incomparable OPENNESS of His own spirit, 

“ He was well aware of what was in everyone’s heart”…      6 

And while he was able to work miracles of love and healing 

… Because of His closeness to Abba.  

 STILL, His spirit was constrained to INDWELLING 

A small number of people, for a limited time . 

 

 



 

 

 

Intentionally, He desired to indwell all hearts, all of the time ! 

However, Jesus’ ordinary human capabilities and attention-span were limited : 

He needed to sleep, to take time apart, to focus on people … often one by one 

– He was very obviously, our EARTHEN brother ! 

 

Uniquely, because His was a life lived wholly for others, 

Jesus … before Calvary … took upon Himself, INTO His very Person 

… All of our vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and sinfulness 

… All that LIMITS our spirits from coming together, and staying together . 

However, His utter GIVING-IN-DEATH wholly removed ALL-THAT-LIMITS His and our spirits 

… To the point of extinction, through the death of His own old limited life ! 

What wondrous love Jesus has for us ! 
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 PART 2 … OF A TRILOGY OF POEM 1353 

 

 

What changes occur to Jesus’ and our, NEW HUMAN SPIRITS ? 

Firstly, Abba’s boundless LOVE for His Beloved’s wondrous open-heartedness, 

Itself, raised Jesus’ humanity, out of death 

– To Life Eternal, Life Unlimited, to the Boundlessness of Love … WITH HIMSELF ! 

This raising of Jesus was NOT a return to His pre-Calvary life and body. 

Abba’s Life Unlimited, DIVINLY TRANSFORMED Jesus’ very humanity 

– Gifting it, with a Divinized NEW HUMAN SPIRIT,  that is now totally inclusive of, 

All human spirits, INDWELT by Jesus’ Risen – and thereby enabled, to INDWELL HIM ! 

What a Wondrous Wedding of hearts and spirits ! 

It is OURS … wholly by gift ! 

As such, “ God’s own Spirit joins our spirit, to declare 

We are God’s children” IN Christ !      6 

 

Remembering that “ Whatever happens IN Christ, happens IN us” through GRACE,      7 

We praise Abba, that Jesus in His New Humanity’s spirit, in His Resurrected Person, 

Wholly OPENS each spirit He indwells – all who live as He lives – to Life Unlimited ! 

Wholly drawing us, into His boundless New Human Life ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The wonder is 

… Because Jesus indwells us, He thereby empowers us to indwell His spirit 

… And thus to CO-INDWELL all those others, whom He indwells ! 

His is truly a COMMUNAL human spirit ! 

His is an ALL-INCLUSIVE spirit ! 

His is humankind’s CENTERING spirit ! 

His is a WHOLLY EMPATHETIC spirit ! 

His is an ETERNAL humanity ! 

His is an ETERNAL ‘ SPIRIT-HOME’ FOR ALL :  

“ Make your home in Me, AS I make Mine in you”        8 

– All, CO-INDWELLING spirits ! 

 

Wondrously, our lovable and loving Risen and Ascended Jesus 

Is also our PERSONIFIED PRAYER, uniting heaven with earth, 

The Divine with the human . 

Thus, to be IN-others, IN-Him … to CO-INDWELL Him … 

Is to PRAY. 

How wondrous is our New Humanity 

In the Ascended Jesus’ Eternal Humanity ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 
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PART 3 … OF A TRILOGY OF POEM 1353 

 

What happens with Jesus’ Risen Body ?  What sort of BODY is it ? 

While human spirits can live within, or indwell, each other … bodies cannot. 

However, Jesus’ Paschal ‘ Easter’ Body, His Risen Ascended Body CAN ! 

Saint Paul teaches that Jesus’ Paschal Body is a “ life-giving spirit”,     9 

Such that His Body, is “ a spiritual body”!      10 

 

Within the TRANSCENDENT JESUS, how does this Mystery unfold ? 

Jesus’ Risen Body … while being capable of bearing Calvary’s wounds, 

And of being touched … “Give me your hand; put it into my side”,      11 

And of eating … “ They offered Him a piece of grilled fish, 

Which He took and ate before their eyes”,     12  

And of offering it to the apostles … “Come and have breakfast”,         13 

STILL … His Body acts also as-a-spirit ! 

Thus, He suddenly appears in the midst of the apostles 

– “They were still talking … when He Himself stood among them”,      14 

And appears geographically, where He simply CHOOSES to appear 

– “ Go tell my BROTHERS, that they leave for Galilee: they will see me there”.       15 

 

Thus Jesus’ many ‘ appearances’ are NOT NECESSAILY subject to either TIME or SPACE ! 

Ultimately, the Ascension itself is the clearest proof 

That His, was a “heavenly”, “imperishable”, and “glorious” body that “embodies the spirit”! 16, 17,18,19  

Yes Jesus is a wholly ‘en-spirited’ Person, in both His spirit and body! 

And, AS the human focus of TRINITARIAN LOVE, … most certainly, an ‘en-Spirited’ Person also ! 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1353.  Year 23 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, November 4
th

 2021. 

PART 3 only:    9 1Cor 15:45  10 1Cor 15:44  11 Jn 20:27  12 Lk 24:42,43           
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Poem 1354    

 

Through Your Enabling Grace        1 

 

– MY 60 YEARS’ RENEWAL OF VOWS– 

O Joy-filled Trinity, 

Abba, Jesus Ascended, Spirit of Love, 

Through Your Enabling Grace : 

I RENEW MY VOW OF POVERTY – 

Wholly surrendering myself to You 

… At every level of life, 

Becoming ever more DEPENDENT on You 

… As You INITIATE every movement of my heart 

TOWARD  You, 

Every facet of our Communing Together. 

I RENEW MY VOW OF CHASTITY  – 

Becoming ever more, IN Christ Jesus 

… the sole Beloved of Abba 

… the very apple of Abba’s eye 

–Sacrificing all other loves, 

For His Enrapturing Embrace . 

I RENEW MY VOW OF OBEDIENCE  – 

I OFFER my spirit to be transformed by Your Spirit 

… Into and OPENNESS, to Abba’s every desire 

… Embracing every movement of Abba’s Heart 

–Expressed in the NEEDS of humanity 

–Through Christ, Our Lord,  AMEN. 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1354.  Year 24 of Prayer Ministry, Banyo Church, 60
th

 Jubilee Celebrations, December 11
th

 2021. 

 



Poem 1355       

 

The Human Spirit of the Risen Jesus       1 

 

On Easter Morning, before His Resurrection 

… Jesus’ body lies LIFELESS, yet is not subject to corruption 

… And His HUMAN SPIRIT, as with all spirits, is not subject to time or space. 

His spirit newly rejoices in co-indwelling the spirits of all those, 

Since Adam and Eve … WHO HAVE DIED AT PEACE WITH GOD. 

To sense, HOW Jesus communes with these spirits, we return to His Incarnation : 

On entering this world, Jesus “ did not cling to His EQUALITY WITH GOD. 

 But EMPTIED Himself … and became as all humans are.”        2 

 

For Jesus, this self-limiting reality, 

– Of setting aside ‘experiencing-Himself-as-Divine’ –   

Remained in place until the Moment of His BEING RAISED TO NEW LIFE, in the Resurrection. 

Thus, in the short interval of time, after Calvary, and before being RAISED, 

Jesus’ human spirit was still NOT ‘ wholly unlimited’  

… In OPENING TO other indwelling spirits . 

 

While this Holy Saturday spirit of Jesus, no longer grew tired, nor was needful of sleep, 

His human spirit’s inclusiveness-of-other-spirits 

Was still not Divinely universal : 

… He still did not fully know Himself Divinely, 

… Nor those He indwelt, in a Divinely universal way . 

For Jesus, this self-limiting reality, prevailed 

– Even,  as a now disembodied spirit . 

 

 

 



Then on Easter Morning , at sun-rise, 

Abba, the Most Loving and Life-Giving of all fathers 

Draws Jesus’ WHOLE PERSON 

… Human spirit and human body AS ONE … 

Into the Eternal Moment of Limitlessness 

Into His Own Divinely Encompassing Embrace, 

Into WHOLLY AND HUMANLY  EXPERIENCING HIS DIVINITY ! 

In that Eternal Moment, Jesus’ human spirit IS WHOLLY INCLUSIVE : 

– Without regard to TIME … across all history, simultaneously OPEN to all reality ! 

– Without regard to SPACE … across all of the universe, OPEN to all spatial reality ! 

For us, WONDROUSLY, “ whatever happens to Jesus Risen, HAPPENS TO US !”     3 

 

Jesus’ NOW DIVINIZED human spirit 

Is wholly transcended, and thus utterly transformed 

– Becoming radically and surpassingly HUMAN 

Limitlessly HUMAN ! 

 And now, experientially … Divinely HUMAN ! 

As with Him, so too with us, IN Christ ! 

This “ New Humanity” of His, is DIVINELY OPEN :     4 

So too, all human spirits He co-indwells … 

Are open, with His Openness, 

Open, with His Empathy, 

Open, with His Compassion, 

Open, with His Humility . 

 

What wondrous Love, flowing forth from Abba’s Heart, deluges us IN Christ ! 

– Enabling us to be GLORIOUSLY HUMAN, IN Christ ! 

 

 

 



 

Yes ! Jesus Risen and Ascended’s HUMAN SPIRIT 

Now CENTERS ALL human spirits 

… So that all graced spirits 

Come together AS ONE in Him 

… One in Identity, one in Self-Surrender, one in Destiny . 

Wondrously, Abba’s and Jesus VERY OWN Divine Spirit of Love, enables this Oneness ! 

 

Thus, to co-indwell Jesus Risen and Ascended’s CENTERING human spirit 

Is to be IN His new surpassingly HUMAN, Divinely HUMAN, spirit 

… As He CO-INITIATES every act of our love, WITH US 

… And as He moves us to love all others, IN Him ! 

 

Ours, it is, also to CO-CELEBRATE every loving human act everywhere, WITH Jesus 

– As His DESTINY, wondrously becomes ours : 

As we co-indwell all loving human spirits 

… All , joyously enfolded ‘ within Abba’s arms’  

All , suffused by the Divine Spirit of Love ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1355. Year 24 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, February 2
nd

 2022. 
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Poem 1356     

 

Life Unsurpassable       1 

 

IN Jesus’ Risen Humanity there is no lingering TRACE of death 

… No latent corruptibility … no possibility of degeneration 

– Within any fibre, within any molecule, of His New Humanity ! 

This destiny of His is also ours … because, through grace 

… In indwelling His New Divinized Humanity … 

We become AS HE IS ! 

 

His is a Body raised – RAISED TO LIFE IMMORTAL 

… Elevated and ALIVE with New Life ! 

As Jesus Risen fountains forth this Life,  

In all its glorious vitality … 

His timeless, spaceless New Humanity is, NOW, for us 

The inexhaustible SOURCE of Life Unsurpassable ! 

 

And what is true of Life, is true of Light. 

Through Love’s grace, we are radiant with the unseen, utter brilliance 

Of the Sun of Life … that-never-sets ! 

Wondrously, Abba’s Luminous Light 

Radiates from the heart of His Beloved’s Love-lit humanity 

– The ultimate epicentre of all that is ALIVE ! 

 

We come to share this Life, with Jesus Ascended, 

 By being enabled  IN Him, to LIVE HIS LIVE WITHIN OURS :  

… Within the very flow, of our Divinized human feelings 

… And within those PIVOTAL DESIRES, we express as DECISIONS – co-decisions with Him. 

  



 

 

 

From this Ascended Son of Earth 

– THROUGH us, His co-indwelling sisters and brothers – 

Jesus’ Life-giving Brotherly love, for those ‘ of earth,’ for us ‘ hum-ans,’  

New deluges ALL LIFE with His ! 

Equally, our human spirits, RAISED WITH HIS  

…  Are now sensitive, with His sensitivity, to everyone’s emotions …  2 

Yearning to leave no person, unembraced . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1356. Year 24 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, March 4
th

 2022. 
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Poem 1357    

 

Arms Open to Embrace    1
 

PART 1 

Our dying Jesus’ arms, are OPEN in surrender, to Abba 

… Hands uplifted, as “ He GIVES Himself, for us”      2 

… His ever-failing sisters and brothers. 

 

Our Risen Jesus’ arms, again OPEN, but now ‘ in thanksgiving’ (eucharistoun) 

… Hands upturned, as He RECEIVES Abba’s GIFT 

Of His “ New Humanity”        3 

– With a newly Divinized human spirit, and a newly “ spiritualized” BODY !      4 

TOGETHER, THESE ‘ CENTER’ our spirits in His ! 

Together, they deluge our humanity with His own New Life … as God’s Beloved ! 

And deluge the whole biosphere, with new life ! 

 

Moreover, Jesus Ascending’s human arms also OPEN – exhilarated to RECEIVE Abba’s Embrace 

… While deeply moving to embrace Abba in return, with human arms of love ! 

O ! How wondrously good is Jesus’ Abba : 

To gift  us … His wholly loved, but incredibly short-sighted children … 

WITH A NEW HUMANITY IN JESUS ! 

 

Given Abba’s unsurpassable generous GIFT, it is not at all surprising, 

That we long … that we ache … to put our arms around 

OUR LOVABLE ABBA. 

Wondrously … IN Jesus … WE CAN ! 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1357.  Part 1, Year 24 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’ Brisbane, March 7
th

 2022. 

2 Eph 5:2  3 Eph 2:15  4 1Cor 5. 

  



Poem 1358    

 

Jesus’ Risen Humanity Enables Ours        1 

 

Jesus, in His Risen HUMAN spirit and body, 

Experiences Himself AS DIVINE. 

Jesus’ wholly functioning human body 

Is, LIKE ours, ultimately “ fashioned of dust from the soil”,          2 

And is capable of eating, walking with us, being touched, bearing wounds ; 

Yet UNLIKE ours, NOW, it is paradoxically “ a SPIRITUAL body” !      3 

As such, Scripture acclaims His Risen Body –   

As “ imperishable” “ glorious”, “ empowering”, and “ heavenly”           4 

… In a word His is an ‘ en-Spirited’ Body – OPENED BY THE SPIRIT TO THE DIVINE !  5 

As such, He can gather a people WITHIN Himself 

… In a word, He ‘ enpeoples’ Himself,             6 

With all who desire to “ LIVE HIS LIFE” !     7 

 

In His Risen and Ascended Body, He is “ the perfect man”       8 

–  So that His Body, like His human spirit, IS DIVINIZED ! 

In His Body, while fleetingly revealing His GLORY 

… As in His being raised, and to Paul on the road to Damascus … 

Still, in other RISEN appearances, and even IN His Ascension, 

Jesus is not transcendently radiant ! 

Nonetheless, He RESERVES His appearances, to His CHOSEN WITNESSES 

–  Showing His RISEN SELF to them, but “ not to the world”.     9 

Truly, His is a “ New Humanity” wholly spiritualized,       10 

And as such, HE, is “ a New Creation”!             11 

 

 

 



 

While Christ Jesus, in His Risen and Ascended New Humanity, 

Is, as Scripture indicates, NOT OBVIOUSLY glorious MOST of the time, 

STILL, the faith of the early Church PROCLAIMS : 

Jesus is “ the IMAGE of the invisible God” !      12 

And His Risen HUMANITY … “ the very reflection of God’s Glory”!     13 

And AS a human being, He is “the perfect copy of God’s nature”!    14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 
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Our Ascended Jesus’ Centering Presence  1 

 

To be alive, IN CHRIST, 

Is to be within the Ascended Jesus’ Centering Presence 

–  Both centering each single indwelling person’s life, 

And, at once, centering the spirits of “ the many” .  2 

If we are receptive to the special grace, when offered, 

Each indwelling sister and brother 

Can fleetingly, wondrously, SENSE 

Our Risen Brother’s Centering New Humanity 

At the very heart of our suffering, our loneliness, even our disunity 

… Yearning to unite us, in Himself. 

 

For the compassionate Jesus, Risen and Ascended, to say 

… ‘ No sister , no brother of Mine, should ever SUFFER ALONE’  … 

Would come as no surprise . 

Equally wondrously, His transformative, enlivening New Humanity … so beloved of Abba … 

ENSURES that none “ will ever REJOICE ALONE’ ! 

 

Yes to be IN Christ, is to be tenderly enraptured 

Within Life’s … within Love’s … Centering Presence 

–  The source of all humanity’s joys, of all our loves ! 

It is to be enraptured within the PEACE 

Of Three Persons as One . 
 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1359. Year 24 of Prayer Ministry, ‘ Viridian’  Brisbane, March 22
nd
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